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ABSTRACT

A comprehensive study of the problem of helicopter noise radiation is presented.
A,'ter a review of the basic features of the noise, the limited experimental data are
rcviewed in some detail, and empirical laws are proposed. An exact theoretical
c.:pression for the noise radiation is derived. This expression has been used as the
bVsis for the development of a comprehensive computer program to calculate heli-
coIpter noise at any field point, including all effects of fluctuating airloods and
rigid and flexible blade motions. Details of this program are presented'in a com-
p;nion report. Under very reasonable approximations, an analytic expression has
been found for the sound field far from the helicopter. Computations based on this
expression have been mode. The results show that it is the very high harmonics
or the loading which contribute to the important harmonics of the sound field. For
irstance, calculation of the tenth harmonic cf a four-blade rotor requires a
knowledge of loading harmonics up to the sixtieth. Details of such loadings are
not available from theory or experiment. Therefore, rotor aerodynamic loadings
hrive been reviewed in detail, and empirical harmonic decay laws have been de-
rived. Loading phases appear to be best described as random, and this introduces
simplification in the theory, together with the necessity for definition of a correla-
tion length. Results of a parameter study show trends basically in agreement with
eýperiment, with sound at the higher harmonics basically proportional to thrust times
disc loading times tip velocity squared. For the lower harmonics, the dependence
on tip velocity is to the 2B power where B is the number of blades. The effect of
forward speed is to increase the sound radiated forward and to decrease that
rcdiated aft, causing a difference between fore and aft radiation of as much as
220 dB for the second and third harmonics at a forward Mach number of 0.25. An
effective rotational Mach number concept is introduced which enables the effects
o÷ forward speed to be calculated, to good accuracy, directly from results for the
hover case. The overall sound directionality pattern is found to have a minimum
si~ghtly above the plane of the disc and a broad maximum about 20 degrees below.
Tke effects of both the near field and the blade motion are found to be small. Appen-
diLes present analyses of the blade motion effects and of the noise radiction by ran-
dom blade loadings. Appendix III presents design charts for the noise radiation based
or. the theory that reduces the calculation of noise to a simple algebraic procedure.
Tke theory generally shows .air agreement with experiment for overall levels and
gcd agreement for trends. The charts presented should therefore be of direct use
fc!- design trade-off studies.
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FOREWORD

"The work reported herein was performed by Wyle Laboratories Research Staff, under
Contract DAAJO2-67-C -0023, for U.S. Army Aviation Materiel Laboratories,
For V'ui"s, Virgini,. The work was carried out under the technical cognizance of
Mr. William E. Nettles oF the USAAVLABS staff. A companion report, USAAVLABS
TR 68-61, gives details of the computer program specially developed for helicopter
noise calculations under this contract.

Wyle Laboratories personnel directly associated with the project included Dr. M.V.
Lowson, Mr. J.B. Ollerhecd, Mrs. M. Setter, and Mr. R.B. Taylor.
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1 .0 INTRODUCTION

The .ýresent work is a further step in the U.S. Army Aviation Materiel Laboratories-
sponsored research into the causes of, and means for controlling, helicopter noise.
This ,verall research program has now been in progress for several years, since it
first jecame apparent that noise radiation was on important factor in helicopter opera-
tion:, both military and civil. Several studies of helicopter noise have now been
performed both from the experimental 1-7 and the theoretical 8-12 points of view.
How.-ver, it is unfortunately still true that the basic noise problem is far from being
solvd, or even understood.

This eport concentrates on the problems caused by the far-field noise radiation of
the helicopter. Aural detection of a helicopter is a significant factor in the success
of tc.:tical missions. 13 The unique characteristics of helicopter noise not only cause
the roise to propagate for exceptionally great distances but also probably enable an
exprienced listener to distinguish the type of aircraft, its range, and its direction of
fligL•. In the commercial sphere, high noise levels threaten the success of the very
oper lfions which a helicopter is uniquely able to perform; that is, operations out of
termnnals in built-up and often heavily populated areas which are inaccessible to
conventional aircraft. There are already many instances where the disadvantages of
noisf- have been found to outweigh other advantages of helicopter travel. However,
it sh ;uld be pointed out that internal noise problems cre also severe. In addition to

-the ( bvious problem of interference with communications, noise levels inside the
crev. compartment are sufficiently high to constitute a very definite health hazard
to h. !icopter ai-crews. Figure 1 is a 1/3-octave band analysis of the noise in the
cockiot of a CH-47 B in cruising flight. 7 Superimposed on this spectrum are hlazar-
dou- ,oise exposure curves7 and the amount of sound attenuation whichi can be
expc:ted from well-designed and well-fitting helmet/earmuff combinations. It is
obvi.-us that the noise level is dangerously high. Ne,,ertheless, internal noise prob-
lems w.'ill not be specifically studied in this report, although many of the methods
developed and the results obtained are relevant to both the internal and the external
nois• field.

Hel;:opter noise can be divided into two basic groups: that arising aerodynamically
and that arising mechanically. However, with the exception of piston engine exhaust
nois-., the "mechanical" sound sources, including those due to the gearbox, transmis-
sion and the various vibrating components, are important to the internal and near-
exte nal fields only. In the far-external field, the aerodynamically generated sound
is dcmirnant. The latter is associated with the rotor airloads and includes various
types of noise which are commonly known as rotational noise, vortex noise, and
"blaie slap". Which of these is most significant depends on a number of factors, the
most important of which are the location of the observer and the flight and configura-
tion of the helicopter. At moderate distances from the helicopter, the various sources,
listed in their order of importance to the subjectively judged magnitude cf the sound,
or l:udness, are:



* Blade slap (when it occurs)

* Piston engine exhaust noise

* Tail rotor rotational noise

* Main rotor vortex noise

a Main rotor rotational noise

* Gearbox noise

• Turbine engine noise

* Other sources

At very shc.-t distance3 inside the helicopter, gearbox noise becomes more important,
as noted pru:vious!y. At extreme distances, approaching the range at which the sound
is barely a!.dble.., blade slap and main rotor rotational noise may be the only compo-
nents which:• are heard, because atmospheric and other sound absorption effects re-
move the h5gh-frequency enerigy from the spectrum. Main rotor rotational noise con-
tains the mejor part of its energy at low and subaudible frequencies.

1.1 DE'NITION OF ROTOR NOISE SOURCES

The basic subject of the present study is therefore the noise radiated by the rotor.
This consists of three of the sources mentioned above: blade slap, rotational noise,
and vortex noise. A brief review of the characteristics of each is given below. How-
ever, the underlying source of the noise radiated by a helicopter rotor is the fluctu-
ating forces upon it, and the basic cause of these forces may be found by examination
of the rotor aerodynamics. Thus, in order to understand the noise, it is important first
of all to un-iersfand the rotor aerodynamics.

The main fe:iture of rotor aerodynamics is the lack of symmetry. In forward flight the
advancing ! lade encounters substantially higher air velocities than does the retreating
blade, givi.ig rise to cyclic variations in the resulting airloads. The equilibrium of
the rotor is naintained by a combination of cyclic pitch control and the freedom of
the rotor b6;des to flap.

However, the most important feature of the helicopter aerodynamics from the stand-
point of noi ;e and vibration is the rotor wake. Each blade acts in the same way as a
wing in flig'it, and the lift on it generates a vortex wake behind it which has a
strong tendency to roll up into a concentrated vortex core. Each blade must there-
fore pass over the concentrated vortex wake left by its predecessor. Depending on
advance ratio, net lift force, and so on, this vortex may pass either extremely close

2



to, or tar away from, the following blade. If the vortex passes close to the blade,
then ca substantial local increase in lift will occur temporarily. These comparatively
rapid increments in lfi-, caused by vortex interaction, are very efficient noise'radia-
tors. !t appears that a very large part of the observed noise from a helicopter con be
attributed to these vortex effects.

Blade Slap

A parficularly severe type of noise is well known in helicopter operation under the
name "blade slap". It is found that under various conditions (for instance, during
low pcwer descent), the helicopter produces a particularly loud slapping or banging
noise, which occurs at the blade passage frequency. This occurs at precisely those
conditions where the vortex wake can be expected to pass very close to the rotor,
and co3n be particularly severe on a tandem-rotor aircraft where the wake from the
first rotor can pass through the second. Blade slap can also occur on high speed
rotors and in this case is associated with transonic flow over the rotor blades. Thus
there c7re two possible sources of blade slap, due to either vortex interaction or tran-
sonic flow. It may be noted that the description of the phenomenon is fairly
straiglitforward acoustically, and both the effects mentioned above can be readily
predicted from the theory. Cases corresponding to blade slap are discussed in
Sectic n 6.1 of this report. Reference should also be made to the studies by Leverton
and Taylor.6

When it occurs, blade slap is by far the loudest source of noise observed on the
helicopter. However, it seems inappropriate to consider blade slap as a separate
phenomenon. The helicopter rotor is always undergoing some form of vortex inter-
action, and blade slap is simply a particularly severe form. Perhaps it is more
realistic to suppose that, at least from the acoustic point of view, the helicopter is
always flying under some degree of blade slop.

Rotational Noise

Rotational noise is usually regarded as that sound which is directly attributable to the
stead' and fluctuating lift and drag forces acting on the rotor. This is the major
Iourcct of noise from propellers 15,16,17 and helicopter tail rotors, wherethe funda-
mentcl frequency is of the order of 100 Hz.* For the helicopter main rotor, the fun-
damertal frequency is significantly lower, around 10 Hz, due to the lower rotational
speed. Rotational noise has a spectrum consisting of a number of very narrow peaks
O:'."ur-,g at integral multiples of -,e blade passage frequency. However, its impor-
ta'nce is often underestimated because of its very low frequency and the fact that
most of its energy is contained within "subaudible" frequencies. The quotation marks
here c.re used because the subaoJible frequency range is in fact difficult to define,

Her;,z (Hz) is the new international unit for frequency. 1 Hertz 1 cycle per second.
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since whot cannot be heard can often be felt through other physiological sensations.
The subj•-tive character of rotational noise is highly dependent upon its harmonic
content. The relctive amplitudes of the higher harmonics vary from helicopter, to
helicoptc and strongly depend upon the flight condition. If the harmonic ampli-
tudes fal! off rapidly (with harmonic number), the sound can best be described as a
"*thumpin 0" which occurs at the blade passage frequency. As the harmonic decay
becomeb 'cs: thrit ;3, -_-• hciaher harmonics increase in amplitude, the thumps
sharpen ito bangs and evwntuaiiy into "U!-'de slap". An example of this effect is
lthe sound! of a helicopter fiy/ng ove~rieu Jat c aClirlv high speed and low altitude. As
the mach'he approaches, the characteristic sound is a sharp popping which decays to
a thumpo,9 sound as the aircraft flies overhead. Subsequently, the rotational content
becomes 'ýarely perceptible as the aircraft recedes, with the tail rotor noise domi-
nating th- observed sound.

A sound t omponent which is very similar in nature to rotational noise is termed
"thiizkne!• noise" .17 This arises due to the displacement of air particles as a blade
passes through their volume. Like rotational noise, thickness noise has a frequency
spectrum zonsisting of a number of discrete harmonics of the fundamental blade pas-
"sage freq~jency, which is the rotational frequency multiplied by the number of blades.
However, this -s rarely an important source of helicopter noise except at very high
tip speed-. Thickness noise has not been considered in this report.

'Vortex Noise

.Vortex noise is the name given to the distinctive "swishing" sound which character-
izes helik-opter noise at short distances. It is sometimes thought to be caused by the
turbulence associated with the blade boundary layers, but it is probably principally
due to +th! interaiction of the blades with wake turbulence. Vortex noise is random
in nature and contains sound energy which ;s spread over a substantial portion of the
audible frequency range. Rotor vortex noise differs from other, more familiar, forms
o.1" random noise, such as wind noise or jet noise, in that its amplitude and frequen-
cies are modulated. This is due to the vnrying relative distance and ,,elocity between
the source and the observer because of blade rotation, which causes harmonic varia-
tions in Loth amplitude and frequency.

ExperimEntal data presented in this report indicate that, contrary to previous opinions,
rotatioc,. i noise may continue to dominate the sound spectrum 'ip to frequencies of

.400 Hz rnd higher. The previous belief that vortex noise becomes more significant
at frequcicies greater than abou 100 Hz may well be the result of two factors: (1) one-
third-occove analysis of helicopter noise does not distinguish individual harmonics
at the higher frequencies, and (2) previous theoretical results predicted that rota-
tional noise decays more rapidly than it does in practice. It is likely that improved
narruw bLnd analysis of helicopter noise will show that rotational noise is signifi-
cant thrcugh the major part of the audible frequency range and, thus, that previously
identified "vortex" noise is really part of the rotational noise output of the helicopter.
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It is (:1:2r from the preceding discussion that all significant forms of rotor noise are
due tc the fluctuations and motions of the pressures acting on the blades. For this

reason, it is somewhat difficult, and indeed of doubtful justification, to separate
rotati-nal noise, vortex noise, and blade slap. It is shown in this report that ob-
serveý rctational noise harmonics, even at relatively low frequencies, are most

likely explained by random phase variations in the higher blade loading harmonics.

Main otor rotational noise harmonics as high as the thirty-fifth are discernable in

experimen:al data for two-blade rotors. To obtain theoretical predictions of these

harmo iic amplitudes with any accuracy requires knowledge of at least 100 harmonics

of the rotor 3irloads. Such fluctuations correspond to pressure variations occurring

withirý thedimension: of a blade chord; a condition approaching the domain of "vortex"

ioise 2eneration Similarly, blade slap is said to occur when the observed sound

becor-es highly impulsive in nature, which in turn is the result of the blade loading

harm- •ics' reaching some critical level. It could be argued that "blade slap" is

alway.0 oresent in helicopter noise; it is merely a question of degree.

The fundamental object of the report ic to predict all possible forms of the noise radiated

by the helicopter main rotor. This is achieved by applying the basic acoustical equa-

tions • .hicrl give the sound radiation from a known fluctuating force distribution. These

basic equvitions were recently derived in a convenient form by Lowson. ', Thus, the

problcm of predicting the noise radiation reduces to the problem of predicting the

rotor dynamic loads. Unfortunately, the accurate colculation of the noise field re-

quires an extremely detailed knowledge of the fluctuating loads. For instance, it

will be shown that calculation of the tenth sound harmonic for a four-blade rotor (a

case v%.hich is certainly of practical interest) requires a knowledge of the loadings up

to abcut the sixtieth. This knowledge is not at present available, either from experi-

ment or theory. Indeed, the only loading harmonics which can at present be specified

will be- shown to have a negligible sound output. Thus, in order to calculate the

sound field, these high harmonic loadings must be predicted, and an important part of

the present work has been to derive semiempirical predictions for these.

Because of the compL'xity of the acoustic problem, a complete solution is 'possible

only via a digital computer. A key secondary objective is therefore to reduce com-

puter time to a minimum. The previous theoretical studies 10-12 have been accom-

olishEd using this general approach, and reasonable, although far from complete,

agreement with experiment was found. Computing time using these approaches was

of thcý order of minutes per field point. The present work uses a different basic

expre•;sion for the computer studies, which removes one of the principal problems
that c-ause excessive computer time. Computer time for the present, more complete

solutU'n has been reduced to about 10 seconds per field point, and this solution

inclu des all flapping and lagging effects as desired. In addition, under very reason-

able i•pproximations, an analytic solution has been obtained. The solution is a

rothei complex collection of Bessel functions and still requires computer calcula-
* tion, but compu t er time for this case can be reduced to the order of a tenth of a

secord per field point. Furthermore, this basic analytic solution has revealed several
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importan: features of the noise generation process which are of considerable hel.p in
understm•ding the problem.

Thus, two very different approaches, the exact numerical method and the approximate
analytic solution, have been used in the work. The two approaches give identical
answers if appropriate, identical input conditions are used. This self-checking feature

-of the present calculations is important in establishing confidence in the results. Fair
agreemclt with experiment is also found, although experimental data are far from
being ei her- complete or trustworthy. Previous theoretical studies have shown that
rotation'-d noise can be predicted with reasonable accuracy at the lower frequencies.

* The presznt work illustrates some of the deficiencies of earlier knowledge and shows
how thecory and experiment complement each other to yieid methods for the accurate
estimation of rotational noise throughout it: important frequency range.
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2 .0 REVIEW OF THE PROBLEM

2.1 REVIEW OF EXPERJMENTAL DATA

One Jf the major difficulties in establishing a proper understanding of helicopter noise
"is thl, lack of good-experimental data. Several studies have been performed,1,7, but
all si ffer from deficiencies. Few investigators have performed a sufficiently detailed
stud>, of the problem, and even the detailed studies have often given data which are of
very ;imited application. Furthermore, comparison of results from different investiga-
tion- on the same helicopter often reveals discrepancies of 10 dB or more. Never-
thelcos, in order to provide a basis for the report, it is felt that a review of the data is
nece:.iary. At~empts have been made in each case to determine the leading trends,
and empirical formulas for noise characteristics are given. It should be noted that all
the f'rmulas given upply under restricted circumstances, and considerable :are should
be exercised in any attempt to apply the formulas to any real prediction case.

From many points of view, the first reported study, by Hubbard anJ Maglieri, 1 still
gives the most useful information on the rotor noise problem. They measured noise
from o helicopter rotor on a test tower. The tower was over a diameter high, so that
grouid interference should not be too severe. Noise was measured at only two loca-
tions: at the hub and on the ground at 1 diameter from the hub, but the rotor was
run over a very wide range of disc loadings and tip speeds. Although these ranges
are outside the useful practical limits, the results do show important trends, which
woul-l have been difficult to pinpoint with any confidence in a more restricted exper-
imene,. A plot of the overall levels, as measured on the ground I diamete, away
from therotor, is given in Figure 2. The data should be fairly realistic, although there
seen>; to be a possibility of downwash-induced noise at the microphone for the high
disc 'oading cases. There are sE..,eral features that can be observed on this graph.
First it can be observed that noise levels rise rapidly with tip speed. However, for
any -pecific tip velocily, the noise level reaches a minimum at an intermediate value
of di;c loading. The, same effect is shown in the one-third octave band spectra in
Figu e 3, also taken from Hubbard and Maglieri's paper. At very high disc loadings
the Totor stalls, and this causes major increments in noise. Points corresponding to
stall -d operation are marked on Figure 2. At very low disc loadings the noise also
rises. This is due to the vortex wake interaction effects discussed in the Introduction.
Inde -J, Hubbard and Maglieri appear to have been the first to report the blade slap
phe,.omenon. Note the increase in sound output at low disc loadings for the 900 ft/sec

. casý . This corresponds to the. blade slap, condition.

The auta shown in Figure 2 may be replotted in a form suitable for making predictions
of oerall noise level. It will be assumed that helicopters will not, in general, run

in c Dnditions close to stall or blade slap. When such extreme points are removed from
Fi .o.re 2, the data maybe replotted as shown in Figure 4. This figure probably applies for
col ective pitches of theorderof 8degrees. Variation of collective pitch is, of course,
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reflec red in the thrust term. Itw I I be observed that fairly good cot lapse is obtained. The
doubii, logarithmic plot of Figure 4 is convenient for establishing power law trends.
It wi I be observed that the sound level rises at a much faster rate with velocity at
high i-'i speeds than at low. This is r turther important feature of the noise. Most
helktC>-tcrs operate with tip speeds in the range of from 500 to 800 fps. Over this
range -he aata collapse to a straight line fairly well. From this, an empirical predic-
tion [,v for overall levels at a 500-ft sideline may be obtained as

dB5 00  = 60 1og, 0 VT + 10 Iog,0T - 127 (1)

where T =T tip speeu

T = rotor thrust (lift)

Correction of Equation (1) to other ranges r may be readily accomplished by

dBr dB500 + 20 log 0 (500/r) (2)

It shoutd be pointed out that, in the derivation of Equation (1) from the data in
Figure 4, two assumptions have been made. First, it was assumed that, for
consta.-t disc loading, the sound output was proportional to rotor diameter squared.
This se. ms physically reasonable and was found to apply theoretically in the related
case of compressor noise. 18 Second, it was assumed that Hubbard and Maglieri's
results -:ould be corrected to 500 ft, assuming spherical spreadingas in Equation (2).
This as'jmption is p, ubAly accurate to within a dB or so, as will be shown later
in the ,aport. Furthermore, Hubbard and Maglieri do not give one-third octave plots
belo;. 10W Hz, cnd there is therefore some doubt as to the lower frequency limit in
their ove-rall response data. It might also be pointed out that there are some theoret-
ical re sons that suggest a thrust-squared law in Equation '1), so that the thrust term
would vien be 20 log,0 T.. However, the thrust term shown here has a good empir-
ical fit -o the limited data ravailable, as is shown by the collapse in Figure 4. It
should e noted that configuration changes may well be important. Equation (2)
applies 2ssentially to a two-blade case. Data from Cox and Lynn 3 suggest that a
three-b'ade rotor maybe about 3 dB quieter thana two-blade rotor with the same
thrust oa-d tip speed.

Since thrust is proportional to tip velocity squared, Equation (1) implies a veiocity to
the eighth power law for the noise. Acousticians should note that this variation is not
too st,,rF.sing. The sixth power law for dipole noise applies only to isolated dipole
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flucfi -iting forces. Distributions of force (for instance over the rotor disc) imply
high:.i- order muitipoles and associated higher order velocity powers. Indeed, a simple
propý !le obeys a velocity to the tenth power law over most of its operating range of
inter st.

Shckey and Goddard5 recently presented new acoustic data on a rotor tower test.
Their 50-ft-diameter rotor was only 20 feet from the ground, and vortex
reing: stioi with consequent increases in noise level is to be expected. Their data are

unlik'!y to be representative of hover out of ground effect, but thecdatamay beappli-
cable ýo lift-off maneuvers. They give fairly complete data, which justify analysis. No
simphe effect of noise harmonics is observed. The harmonic level varies almost
ranaclnly from harmonic to harmunic and from test to test. This effect is probably due,
at lec;t in part, to the vortex reingestion effects mentioned above. Howeversome
trends can be seen. Figure 5 eves harmonic levels measured for a highland low
colleztive pitch at high and low rotational speeds. Figure 5 shows a fairly constant
S10-d Fincreaser igoing from the low to the high thrust condition. Note that spectral

shapcs in each case are changed little. However, there isa very definite c hange in
spectral shape between the high and the low tipspeed case. The lower harmonics are
consiaCrab•y increased. At low tip speeds, the sixth to .hire-h 1 61t
5 dE higher than the first; at high tip speeds, the Ei;fect is reversed, with, the first
harm:'-nic about 7 dB higher.

As w, s mentioned above, considerable scat;-er is present in Stuckey and Goddard's re-
suIts However, in order to establish some general trends, the graphs shown in Figure 6
have -Q.een prepared. The highest harmonic given in the data of Stuckey and Goddard,
the fi'leenth, is taken for reference . Itwas found that the sound level obeyed a V2 T2

law ý'hen V is tip velocity and T is rotor thrust. Figure 6a shows the sound level
agait st thrust, corrected for velocity. It is clear that a T2 law gives a good fit to
the cjta. Figure 6b gives the sound level against velocity, corrected for thrust.
Herm considerable scatter may be observed, and the V2 1(w cannot be regarded as
dHfiitely established. It is of particular interest to note that several points at about
11 13 degrees collective pitch are about 5 to 10 JB low. This probably
corrc ponds to a cleaner flow condition, as was observed in Hubbard and Maglieri's
data. and offers some hope for a noise control method. If the V2 T2 law is accepted,
ther , since 1 "- V2 , an overall V6 law can be inferred. The V6 law is, of course,
the ciassical dipole power dependency expected for a force. 4 ,9

Figuie 7 shows the equivalent graphs for the first harmonic. Far more scatter is
appcrent here. The velocity law is more like V8 or greater, as opposed. to the V2

law vor the fifteenth harmonic. Part of this is undoubtedly due to the increase in
micr.:;phone response as the fundamental becomes of higher frequency with increase in
tip s-;eed. This accounts for a V2 increase, so that the observed V8 law implies on
actu I V6 law. It may be noted that use of the assymptotic form of the Besse! Functions
.,Jgg.,sts a V2 l 1aw at the fundamental frequency where B is the number of blades.
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Stuckey anc Goddard's data were taken on a three-blade rotor, and a V6 law is then
suggested tkieoretically, in broad agreement with the experimental results. It might
also be noltd that the same arguments, including blade number and microphone re-
sponse, applied to Hubbard and Maglieri's two-blade rotor would suggest a V6 T2 law
for the funcamental frequency. A V6 law is suggested in Equation (1), but probably
little weigi ! should be placed on this. The data plotted against thrust in Figure 7a
again suggi-st a T 2 law. Considerable scatter occurs here, basically due to the
scatter in ti e velocity case. For any fixed tip velocity, the data correspond quite
closely to f'ie T2 law. No detailed prediction equations will be given based on
these data, but the general trends should be noted, particularly the fact that the sig-
nificance oi the lower harmonics increases with tip speed.

2
For the corrplete heliropter, there is again little data. Sternfeld et al, gave an
extremely !:rge amount of acoustic data on many different vehicles. However, their
program wo- primarily aimed at internal noise levels, and mos. of their reported data
are not in c convenient form for analysis in the present problem. The most useful study
for the pres ?nt work was that of Cox and Lynn .3 They performed a detailed investi-
gation of +e noise from a UH-1A helicopter, Typical overall levels in their. tests are
alko s'k.,.' in Figure 4. The extremely qood agreement between Hubbard and /Mglieri's
results for ý:n isolated rotor and Cox and Lynn's results for the complete helicopter
should be noted. This reinforces the contention that the main rotor is the principal
source of scund and is support for the use of Equation (1) for prediction purposes. Un-
fortunately no other data have been found in a convenient form for inclusion in
Figure 4, s,,) that the use of Equation (1) cannot be regarded as completely justified.
However, ý may be of some use in noise predictions where parameters do not vary too
much from "hose of the source data.

Cox and Ly mn also performed some narrow band spectral analyses of their acoustic
signal. Hcvever, an error was apparently mrn.de in the identification of the funda-
mental free Yency as 11 Hz in their original graph. C'se of a 10-Hz fundamental as
shown lead.. to much better agreement with obse.-ed frequency plots. Figure 8 is
based on their results with this correction, and it suggests that the noise radiation
from the ccnplete helicopter can be divided into four parts:

0 Mnin rotor rotational noise

* Tail rotor rotational noise

0 Main rotor vortex noise

• Gearbox noise

Levels of t|:ese sources, broadly as suggested by Cox and Lynn, are shown in Figure 8.
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The test vehicle was turbine powered, and this probably accounts for most. of the radia-
tion i-bove 2000 Hz. Results for a reciprocating engine helicopter would thow addi-
tionci noise peaks at the engine firing frequency (about 100 Hz) and its harmonics at
abouw the same level as the main and tail rotor harmonics shown. It can be seen that
the !armonics associated with the main rotor rotational noise predominate at lower
frecqlencies (< 100 Hz). At the midfrequency range (100 to 400 Hz), the tail rotor
harrm:nics appear more significantly, and the main rotor "vortex" noise is important
at around 500 Hz. It should be noted that this particular order of significance is not
necc,:sarily true for all helicopters. For instance, the UH-1A operates with a par-
ticulorly high blade tip speed. As was shown by '2'uckey and Goddard's data (Figure
5), ieduction of tip speed will markedly reduce the levels of the first few main and
tail rotor harmonics, but only reduce higher harmonics and vortex noise to a lesser
degr!de.

This ;'vortex" noise justifies further study. It is generally considered to be defined by
the Lackground noise showing in the spectrum below the peaks due to the tail rotor
harrrn:onics, as is shown in Figure 8. Several attempts have been made to predict this
vortrfx raise by empirical techniques based on the assumption that it is entirely ran-
dom xr broad band in nature (for example 4,5,12). In fact, it seems very likely that
the "vorte×" noise component as generally defined really represents some of the
higLg:.•r harmonics of the main rotor rotational noise. Figure 9 gives a recent ultra-
norrow (2 Hz) spectral analysis of noise from a UH-1B helicopter under lift-off con-
ditic i-s recorded at Wyle Laboratories. 7 Considerable care was taken to ensure that

--the ýoectrdl analysis was as accurate as possible. To produce this one figure, olproxi-
matdy 2 hours of analysis time was required. Such detail has not previously been
give- in the reported data, and Figure 9 shows several new and interesting effects.

The 'nost significant effect is that harmonics of the main rotor blade passage frequency
are 7dentifiable up to at least 400 Hz or about the 36th harmonic of the noise. in
otho words, the background noise level beneath the taii rotor harmonics isdue to the
higher harmonics of the main rotor, at least from 100 to 400 Hz. Figure 9 shows how
the Irue broad-band background level is about 3 to 5 dB below what is usualy des-
criLd as "vortex" noise. The small subharmonic halfway between the principal blade
pass ige harmonics is also of interest. The UH-1 has two b!ades, and this subharmonic
is clearly due to incomplete cancellation of the noise radiated by each blade. Iden-
tica' radiation from each blade is always assumed theoretically, and Figure 9 shows
how this is not necessarily true.

Several authors have attempted to predict rotor noise levels above the tenth harmonic.
As ,,as shown ,bove, sound at these frequencies contains contributions from both the
rotc: harmon;cs and the vortex noise. Both sources have been combined by pre-
viouc investigators as "vortex" noise, and equations for its sound contribution
giv-., . Davidson and Hargest4 quote results from Goddard and Stuckey to suggest
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an appro imate formula for the vortex noise, which can be written as

dB:o00 20 log, 0 VT + 20 logr' T -10 log S - 25.5 (3)

'where S total blade plan area

,Schlegel et al, 12 also give a formula for vortex noise which can be rewritten'as

dB00 -- 20 logl0 VT + 20 logI 0 T - 10 logl 0 S - 43 (4)

The fact that the functional dependence of each empirical form is the same is en-

-couragin[;, but it will be observed that Davidson and Hargest's equation (3) predicts
* 17.5 dB more noise than Schlegel's equation (4). Davidson and Hargest's result is
intended to apply immediately underneath the rotor, and they suggest that much less

.vortex ncise is radiated sideways. Their correction for this effect would reduce their
prediction by about 10dB for the 'position used by Schlegel et al, in their tests. The
argumen-., and data, put forward by Davidson and Hargest cannot be sa;d to offer
any real support for this correction, but the correction doci appear to be included in
their prelictions, so that it must be removed for comparison with Schlegel. Several
other effeKcts suggested by Davidson and Hargest would tend to increase the predicted
noise level still further. The divergence between the two equations is not readily
explainable. Possibly, the increased number of blades (five and six) used by Schlegel
et al, ccntributed to the reduced noise. Empirically, perhaps 5 dB should be added
to Equation (4) for prediction purposes. Stuckey and Goddard5 recently presented
further data on a rotor tower test, some of which were discussed above. For the "vor-
tex" noise effects, they find essentially the same velocity dependence as other in-

*vestigatc;'s but suggest a 1 .66 power law for the thrust variation. However, these
data ore thought to be rather M ',ited in application because of the ground interference
effects rio~ted previously.

In order -o interpret nelicopter noise data,, it is of extreme importance to consider the
.comparative significance of the various sound sour,'es from the detectability point of
!view. THe significance of helicopter noise lies in irs effect on a human observer. It
is well k oown that the eur does not respond to all sounds equally. Indeed, sounds
"which ar,,ý very low (< 100 Hz) or very high ( >10,000 Hz) in frequency are not
heard we;l. Figure 10 gives a curve of equal loudness against frequency. In other
words, s,-unds which seem to have the same loudness will actually have comparative
measured intensities which lie on the curve showin n Figure 10.

The meajred sound pressure levels of Figure 9 have been replotted in Figure Ila.
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Using t•e weighting curve of Figure 10 on these data gives Figure I1b. This figure
gives the appart-nt significance of the sound from the observer's point of view. Note
that wl.ile Figure 1 Ia suggests that the main rotor is the dominant source of noise,
Figure 1 lb suggests that from the point of view of a human observer, the tail rotor
can be important. Furthermore, the peak main rotor sound !'vel occurs at the second
harmonic in Figure Ila. The first harmonic was below the range of adequate micro-
phone response for these data. Figure I la therefore suggests that either the, first or
the second harmonic is the largest. However, reference to Figure 1 lb shows that the
principal rotor harmonic, as far ,s the human observer is concerned, is the third.
Application of the same correi;e'n' to ;he Stuckey and Goddard resultssuggest that
the tenrh to fifteenth harmonics were the most important. In the remainder of the
report, results will usually be given in terms of their absolute intensities; but it will
be important to bear in mihd the distorting effect of the human ear in evaluating
these results from the point of view of detectability.

A furthe:r important effect is the attenuation of sound during its propagation over long
di.tanc.4s. The subject is too complicated to be studied in detail here, since it
l depend,,, on many parameters, such as the !ieight of tt.e helicopter above the'ground,

atmospý.eric humidity, type of ground cover, and so on. Discussions may be found in
References 7, 13, 19, and 20. However, the key point is that all the high-,frequency
noise will be rapidly attenuated, typically at more than 30 dB/1000 ft for frequencies
above 1000 Hz. Thus, from the detectability viewpoint, there is little significance
in any noise above 1000 Hz. For instance, the gearbox is often the dominant source
inside the helicopter 2 but will never be significant for detectability.

Finally, in any discussion of the significance of various sources of noise,it is important
to beat in mind the limitations imposed by the method of presenting the data. It is
usual to present helicopter noise data in the form of narrow band spectra, as was shown
in Figuyes 5 and 6. This is reasonable because of the many discrete frequencies
present, which can be identified only in such a plot. Consider the spectrum sketched
below, which shows a discrete frequency spike at 100 Hz with a lower broad-band
level extending between 95 and 105 Hz. It seems obvious that the discrete fre-
quency peak is far more important. However, although the discrete frequency spike

is 10 dB higher than the broad-band
level, the broad-band level extends

7- - over a wider range, 10 times wider
in fact. Thus, the discrete frequency

d3 spike and the broad-band level as
60 - , shown actually have equal contribu-

tions to the overall power, andtheycould
95 100 105 be regarded as having equal importance.

Hz Unfortunately, there is no automatic
way of measuring the comparative
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intervals. L'sing their observed fundamental frequency of 14.7 Hz, then, gives har-
monics in g9cd agreement with the experimental data. This corrected version of
their results !s shown in Figure 13. The accuracy of prediction of the amplitude of
the harmonics is improved slightly over their original graph, but the levels are still
ioo low.

Other problm.ns also arise in the interpretation of Loewy and Sutton's results. The
very substan;ial near-field effects found by Loewy and Sutton were no!, observed by
Schlegel et d1, nor are they found in the present work. It seems likely that an error
occurred in .oewy and Sutton's computations, which led to underestimation of the
for-field ncise. This explains, to some extent, why predicted levels in Figure 13
are lower th n measured data. A further problem arises in the definition of higher
harmonic air loads by Loewy and Sutton. They use data from Scheiman 2 1 which gives
up to 24 va'rjes per revolution. The basic Nyquist rule for frequency analysis states
that only hc-monkcs up to one-half the number of available points can be calcu-
iated.22 TL-s, in this case, only harmonics up to the twelfth can be calculated.
Harmonics u to the tenth'were given by Scheiman. However, Loewy and Sutton
plot harmonics out to the twentieth. This procedure must be in error due to folding

frequency (cr "aliasing") effects, and explains the excessively high values of load-
lng harmoni:s round by Loewy and Sutton, which undoubtedly went a considerable

wa;' toward Mffsetting the far-field radiation underestimate noted above. Further

applicable th'ieoretical work has been accomplished in References 18, 23, and 24,
buA numeric.-. estimate% of direct application to the helicopter problem are not
given. Sec ion 3.5 gives a brief comparison of these latter studies and the present
work.
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2,0~~~~ H~EORET'4C AL ACC USTFC

r,- LQTM\ ~ O#JNti f(ENFRATIQN--

leso rqw - -

wwiii~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A'¾~a sj w ,i .4 CA L-.I I

inothermottcs, xcc' &rxnjpie, ti-ic equ. e ~~r. ~y we w-i~tt

wh~ere P the density

t time

Q = the rate of inroduction of ma~ss-e unit Yov~me, -Whic maly 'IMry

in any de~sred Ymy over ipace

X. a tivce-ldirrcsionol Cart tsion cowdinjatit ýj ("X IC r

as i -takes on the IV Oles 1, 2,. 3.

a veioity ~c-nponent representing v1 ,-V2 ,vj as 1 k tl*.sOnithe

voihjes 1,2,3.

The Einste~ir sijmrotici con~vention used eneri~retg-wc the wiamq Jp.qx
repeated in any termn, then the summation of t~vt term over all values of the Indexiz
nece~.sry. Thus,the tecondi term in- the above equotion con be expor1ded as -

a aX, a x a x
2 3

The simnplicity cchie':ed by zsing this notatiort is apparent.

Similarly, the equc~or for the conservation of momentum can be written

t ax. (x.)

Where F, 0 1, 2, 3) the cwOmonent% of axternal force par un~t ivolumei
acting over the fluid.
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p.. the nine component stress tensor which includes the viscousand
internal pressure forces on the fluid.

In Equ'.-ion (8) the suffix i can again take on the values 1, 2, 3, but here each
differeýt vclue implies a separate equation. Equation (8) is a form of the compressible
Novier -Stokes equations. Both the second and the third terms o,, the left-hand side
ofEquc'•ion (8) have a repeated index j and t!herefore require summing. Writing out
Equatic-i (8) in the long, conventional notation would require a total of three equations,
each vwth eight terms. Again, the advantages of the present Tensor notation are clear.

Differc_-!tiating Equation (7) with respect to t and Equation (8) with respect to x.
and subtracting gives

aF. + (p vjv+pi.)

at2 at ax. axiax.

Again, differentiation of Equation (8) with respect to xi introduces a double suffix

i, whi:h requires summing. Doing the same operation without Tensor notation would
have required differentiation of three original equations by three different variables
followed by summing, but in the present ,,otation the result is obvious. In order to
derive lhe equation for sound generation, the term

a a2p/ ax2.
0O 1

is subttr.cted from each side, first done by Ughthill,25 giving finally the general
equatic-n for sound generation as

a2p 2 e2P 2Q aF. oTij
a ' + (9)

at2  0 ax2  at ax. ax. ax.

SI I J

wtkre T -j pv. v.j + P.. a0 p 5i

. 1, j ; 0, i / j (TheKronecker b)

a0 the speed of sound in the undisturbed fluid.

The lef -hand side of Equation (9) is the wave equation (a 2/xa 72), and the

right-Fr.nd side can be regarded as a collection of acoustic source terms. The wave
equatici is given in terms of a (fluctuating) density p but, if desired,can be easily

18



cot,", :rted to pressure p by putting p -- a2 p, which will apply in most pructical
proL Jros.

It m ,y be observed that p (or equivalently p) occurs on both sides of Equation (9),
so il at in principle Equation (9) cannot be solved directly. In practice, the terms on
the ight-hand side may be regarded as known, and expressions for the sound field can
be c'btained using the well-known solutions to the Wave Equation.

Eac' term on the righthand of Equation (9) represents a different possible acoustic

sour 2ý mechanism. The first, a Q/a t, gives the effect of mass introduction. In a
hell•;ot•;er, an example could be the tip jet rotor. Mass sources are the most efficient

radi tors of sound at low speeds. The second term, aF./ax. (note the necessary sum-
mat. n), gives the effect of fluctuating forces acting on the air. Since the helicopter
rotc! er-erts substantial fluctuating forces on the air, this is the term of prime interest
in tire present study. The third term, 82 Ti./ax. ax., incorporates a rather large
num,.er of effects, the most important of whlich, in general, is that of turbulence.
Ti. ,i•ay be regarded as an acoustic stress tensor. Note that since i and j may inde-

pencently take on three values, T:. actually has nine components. Fortunately, this

term. s of little interest in the present work, and it is unlikely to be significant in the
helicopter noise problem unless the rotor is driven by high-speed turbulent jets. It is

poss'ble to derive several quite interesting general features associated with each of
thesŽ noise radiation mechanisms, such as velocity dependence and directionality.
However, this will not be done here. A discussion is given in Reference 9.

3.2 SOLUTION OF THE GENERAL EQUATION

The -,-!ution to the wave equation is well known. If the right-hand side of Equation
(9) K written as g(y), the solution to (9) is

p - l dy (10)

wht p a fluctuating density

the distance from source to observer

y the coordinate of the source position

The symbol "- unaer y implies that y is a vector quantity. This symbol is used because

it rý:,uires a printer to use heavy (Clarendon) typtzP, as is usual for vectors. The

bra. vets around the g/r term are of extreme importance, since they imply evaluation

of cis contents at "retarded" time -r - t - r/a 0 . Because sound travels at a finite

spt .- 1 through the air, sound heard at the same observer time from different parts of an
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extei,.ed source must actually hove been emitted at different source times. Thus,
unled. proper account is tcken of these retarded time effects, the acoustic calculations
are h.,alid.

AlthcI.gh Eiuation (10) does give the solution in principle, the actual source terms on
the r; 'hit-hand side of Equation (9) contain differentials, and Equation (10) thus re-
quirez some further manipulation before it can be used in any simple manner. Several
meth-._]s of reducing Equation (10) to a more useful form are available (for example,
Refer-. ices 8 and 18), but for the pres, nt problems it is most convenient to proceed
along ihe following lines, which follow in part a method suggested by Lighthill .25

We need to solve the equation

aF.
W(p) =- a- (11)

I

where W represents the wave equation, and where the source terms on the right-hand
side c,- Equation (9) have been specialized to include just the force terms, which are
the oniy terms of interest in the present helicopter problem. Consider the equation

W(p.) - F. (12)

which, by Equation (10), has the solution

p. -- - - dy (13)i4,na2 f r

Differc-,tiating (12) with respect to x, gives

W____x. (14)
ax.

rax I

Comparison of Equations (11) and (14) gives the solution to (11) as

Op. -1 a f [ di

p =a = 2 ax..'-', d, (15)
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The Qbove der~vwtion shows how thie soiuttons to tiie )kvve fu~O~~ h e Pen-
e~Y~e eraed~o~thQse fpf ;_iiz1e so_-c gj ,jhrpty ydiffererytio~n

Tk; TntkoQwii bevaii it~ n Section 3.4 to deý-tve-4"pfssiors t'or.ite noie,

md .tior; from -'e fuctuorini forces on .the heiicopter rotoc. .- VQ•W€cs:, ;,.
cutiQ=n 15 will be usee d;rectly tn give a convenient coMpuM.r to A fpýuO-, -.3 ; ___. ....

T3_3 THE MOVING FLUC.TUATING FORCE - -

If we n~ow assumet that the forcoes are in mvotioci, it Zs convenient to iecfy-the frc in- -
, in a moving frame of refeaence, fr example, on the helicopter rotor. Sup -+

coordinwtes measured 'n this frame cre def;red by ri and v'ot the oxiqin Pf thP".€ .ca- •`
ordinates is moving with velocity ao A. Then, at ary insfgnt, the n and yc• wdinqte

* systems ore connected via .

S yi - M t

However, in Equation 15 we are not reqvired to evaluate the integral ot cny .- stqnt t. _
lnsteac, the integrol must be evoluated at the cppropriatc Tetarded time -r r - l

ei.e. over

- y + Mr - M t

Thus, in the coordirnte iransforrnoticin from fixed to moving cxes, it is cppropricte to
use, as first suggested by L;GhthiI1, 25

+ Mr (16)

This oxis trnsformatton also affects the volume element of the integration in (15), cn4
the integral must be divided by the Jacobian of the transformotion

an I/ay i a1 /a- - Mr

--n 1 a q2 / 3  afl3/ay3

where M. = M;(X(X - I) + X.,(K2 Y2) + M (X3 Y3) /r

I i the component of the convection Miach number in ihe direction of the observer.
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Equation (5* thus becomes

P -. I af- d t7 (17)2 -5 a - r(
.0

The derivat: a/x. is operating on both an integral over q and a retarded time

operator, bi-n of which are functions of x. Fcr any function f(t),

If(t) I [f(t - r/a 0

Thus, the partial derivative with respect to x., keeping q constant of f, is given by

the chain rute as

afx.r a f
i(9) aXi(q ax(x(.) a0 at

a •a 2 x " -Y j
Now " - x i( r a (.i x W x() yjr ax (x. - yj)

a ar
From Equati.rn (16), -x. , Y = 8j + Mj ax

, ~ (n i(rn)

. x. - y.Or I

H e nce , rx . r( l - M

and when tO s is in Equation (18),

S [f..] if xr( _ ) a ( a)
ax a X)(r) ar

Now the orcer of magnitude of the first term on the right-hand side of Equation (19) is
i/r where r is a typical distance from the source, whereas the order of magnitude of
the second term is f/a 0 = 1/X where f is a typical frequency and X is a typical

wavelength. Thus, when the observation point is many wavelengths from the source,the
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first negr-fielci term atoy be ;Qor enrze, whe4n,(19) cmd-(17), are vs4d, the-axo -ý

s icon ftor $_e.son radiotion ýr +.c far field djue to gn Q e_.1.nV0C

1 M

desrei,-ie ~re ic4c *.Moned ~to 91 V e

X. ay . F. aM

Qlt " -*-m at dZ .

r
where ' .(22).

is the componenit of the occelerotion (diyided by %0) ir. the d~iecflon of the obsv~ryvc.
Equa~tion (21) was derived for the speciol cose. of o polntt source.8 Note that both
Equations M20 and (21) o2pply only if the force d~strib-Jtion is not chongin'9 in siz~e.
Th is w i I ba the case for helI copter oppl;cotions .

Fv.~ahe discusions on the utilization of Equation (21) for ccmnputer lcatu4ation of

sound levels 4~ given in~ Section 5.3 In the nexf section, cinctlyikolLutions or thp_--ý
noise radiation From a helicopter will be given using methods-whic~h cre an extensionr
of those prf**nteiý in Section 3.2.

3,4 RADIATION FROM A HELICOPTER ROTOR

As shown in Section 3 .2, the sound radiation from a flucrigating force can be found
from'i the solution for a sim~ple source by differentiation . In the helicopter, fl~rtutinC'
oxiol, c.ircumfefentil andrardial components of force occur. Rc0)er than cal~culate
the effects of each force component separately, it is coiytnient to .olve the Probiem for

the rotating simple source first and then just to differentiate in Ihe appropriate direction
to 6_-termine results for the various force componens..

Sups that the tlgchjotinq sorc is defined by a Fourier series

g(O ~ CosX 8. $in X (23)
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w~re 8 . th. QnI -Ngro he ~oto'- -tisc irorn tto- Y -wx a .
i3ý-t elqr v -A -- Ve . e~

S HnC. *e r esdefe to o kroý E tio (17), we fin Onote,~ sree4r'~

- <p~(26)

ti thle !elation P. Q4 P s Calso been~ *.sed.

Spc~iioto d 14urce coses~ +*7,integration to Ygnish. for any TMOncc
-. <.-.- -- .ur;p~ttn th Fouirier coafficients ar diven. in comtiex form, 6y

C + ib f fexp inwt dt

whor, the integral is oer~e any period. Reptocih f by the point source version of
Equationi (26) -gives the complex mognitud2 . of the n th saun hamnr ca

I( x -~td (2.7)

Now chonge tra .&server's time t tc source tirmt - by -Tt M

d t d-T( -M qivir~q
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S• -- - -•_•__I-. -

he: a -s becrý repiced by 8.

S-e seen F r- o" "ure 14 that

Y- : ryZ-- R 2YR c O -.#J .D

where x,y Cartesin coo•dlitc with x along the rot ox is

SY t the rodiol distance of the observer from the rotor axiS

R r the effective radius of the point soirce

$ a reference angle between the y-axis and the Qbiprver

"If the observer is for from the rotor, so that x y) »r R2 then Eq.stion (7.) MC>
be cpprox;troted to ;ive

YR
r - r - - cos

where rx' + Y)" is the distance of the observer from the rotor hub-

Using the approximation of Equation (30) and the source terms defined by Equetlon
(24) in Equation (28) gives

2t ... A• (a-÷ T1 n!
C( =l+ A exp' 1  I0B -lieR e

-n it• 7 1- +

which can be written

-.2. Ax ¶nCZY -,)d(e -A
x n0 YRI

-" 2. xx exp (n" COS)
nQ

x "p

- Jf.

-- :c



Since týhe integral app';V ovv o'uval 2 r, it can be expressed in Bessel function
form, u;sing formula 42 in • .

2 i-n Jn(Z) exp i (nO- z cos O) d8 (32)
.0

so that

+00 A, -nnY
C ( ,nYR + - n-X) (33)

n ,r, n - a0 r1 a0
Xk =-oo0

Equation (33) gives, in complex form, the sound harmonics from a point simple source
descril:ng a circular path. The equation could be applied directly to the calculation
of rotrrýing mass sources, provided that the time differential is observed (see Equation
(9) anr; that proper account is taken of momentum output (see References 8 and 9).
However, we are interested in deriving the results for the force cases, which are

-Cn --(n-X) in~ x i
',xial nx= •0 A, Jn \ rI!'

X ODa 2  X -~ 1

1c 0D-(n -X) i(n-X A x /nMy\
Circumferential -1 ~ "1r = n \ 1  (34

++ac+ acd i.-(n-X) nOY A J Y

d R 2wa 0 r2 X r /

Only t,'ne far-field terms have been retained in Equations (34).

The prime on the Bessel function in the radial expression denotes differentiation;
M = S12 R/a% is the rotational Mach number of the point force. Negative signs
must be applied in the first two equations because differentials are bnsed on observer
coordinates, whereas the differential in the last equation is on a source coordinate.

Notation in Equations (34) must now be changed to specify the forces acting. The
three components by simple Fourier series are defined cs
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Iq

A-4-
C. CC cos

,Tn-e ýkrust drog, and outward conpcrents o. force are assumed to act ',n -ie a t-
• m--m• cý,cjfr, e.-enfiai, anda faciat dhtections ýespectveyty, It, conversio~n to thrist, ins•

"sign r-.sr be [rcod becoase ;ne Fusce on the o', is In 1he regw.ive x-directior.

Emo~riors (34) are convertea c the required form vsisni Equotic-s (25) Note that
terms for both piQN -nd minus X in the surnmotior4 in (34) :crntribute to th- rer.Alt
for any Given loodin-j harmonic, Thui, the Fpnho result for t'e ccmplex mognitwde i
o0 the sound hcnmrie ic :

C +.

;~r i4 •xD.

n-X n- %)

ID X. j

I - XC~ ',-A, - .,J A' J ,

(36)
I.
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wivre the ca~ltonal Sibscript X p `s ht .In!' on Xoa.gra i

*considered. The complete Sound flclid is given by the surimarion; c" pu~jd rcdiate bý
- ohi harmonics.

*3,5 COMMENTS ON THE R~ESULTS

-Evations (37) give thie complete solution. !or the s~und radicifed by fluwtvting a-ir-

loads on a rotor. The results ore limited in two. ways.- First, the equations do not
appiX close to the rotor, soy, within a few wavelength.- or rotc~r di~imeters. This s

not ;mport,-it for most practical noise probierri. Seconld, the-y do not include thie

effects cf blade motion, This point has beer. studied using the gen- Iac cpte
I Iosde .!peopeesudfed"sgvob ••n~in• ndrdix c I • -' --

prog~am bo,.ed on Equation (21) and 's also studed analyticaily in A~ped . One
extremely important effect not o xplicite y giver in EuaTions (37) is the effect of

* o6ade numnber. If 8 blades cre present, harmonics which ors. not Inltegral mltiples
-pof 9 will crcncet ott. Those harmonics which are multiples of B will oedd. Thus,

tie effect Cf blade nmber oin hy be incluted in Es u stionng (3he end (37) by repl•cini
- n b-y m B. In this case, the coefficient! of the force harmon'cs must be taken as
Sthe výJues for the complete rotor, which are B times the values for the indivydugl

_ It is of particular interest to consider the case X = 0 in Equotic,n (36). This

- corresponds to the case of stead,, loading only, as is assumed for a propeller.

"" Using X = 0 in Equation (36) gives substantial cancellation, with the final result

ljI -or M Jr, r1

~~~~L i nn Q nI\r•• nlr

-r- 2 -aa rl 2r -, 77.
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The first term in the above equation is idendical with the classical propeller noise
solution due to Gutin,15 while the second, the radial component term, is the same
as that derivei in Reference 9. The reduction of the general solution to particular
cases previously obtained is a helpful test of the mathematics.

The effect of forward velocity is also of considerable interest. In Reference 8 it was

poinlted out how t+e equations for constant velocity convection of the hub could be
obtained from thoe for the stationary case by replacing the term r1 in the stationary
case by r, (1 - Mor), where Mar is the component of the hub convection Mach
number in the direction of the observer. In utilizing this transformation, it is import-
ant to note th:t it applies to the retarded position of the helicopter. In other words,
the dimension r, used must be taken as the distance from the observer to the position
of the helicopter when it emitted the sound. Relation of the results to the instantane-
ous Oosition of the helicopter requires another transformation. Details are given in
Section 5.1 cid in the companion report. 4 0 It may also be noted that virtually
identical traniformotions were presented in Reference 18, where it was also
shown that the above (1- Mor) correction term gave the Garrick and Watkins, 16

moving prope'ler result directly from that of Gutin, 1 5 for the stationary case.

PerFops it should also be noted that the results of Equation (36) are not entirely new.
During %3e ccurse of the current study, a major new book on acoustics by Morse and
Ingard, was published. Equation 11.3.20 of that book gives the sound radiation
by a. propeller in unsteady flow, which corresponds to the helicopter rotor case.
Only thrust and drag terms are considered in thtat equation. The results are derived
in a ýrather different manner, but they agree with those derived here. No numerical
analysis of the results is given, but several additional points of interest are discussed.
A report by Arnold etal, z 4 also ireats a similar case, the problem of the "singing"
propeller in u-derwater acoustics. Here, frequencies other than the fundamental were
aliowed to oc,:ur, and it was found that multiple frequencies were produced by fre-

quency modulition effects. Finally, a recent report by Lowson, 18 covers the related
case of jet ercgine compressor noise. Again, only thrust and drag terms were con-

sidered, but results were obtained by a method different from that given here and
are in agreement. Analytic expressions for overall acoustic power radiation were

also given wlich can be of use to the present problem.
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4.0 ROTOR AERODYNAMICS

,ge�tlC nn!-tl ind to po .1tuhte some be-oisti source terms for tlc no;i* theorly. ma~ i- .
rio placed on the acoustC iiplicotsioon of h•¢h pt of e e

The notatimn in this section os s•ewhct different frot that t n h eceding sefticons
ksinene axttempt has been mode to use cnventioial helicfcter oeroddrngr-ncs s ymbol C"

wherever possible 'in particular, following References 27 and 28). Symboks used in
this section that have different meonings elsewhere are listed below.

a lift curve stope

a coning angle, rods

C blnde chord, ft

c effective root chord, ft0

e effective disc area correction -s
2 1

k. blade twist integra = t.+' T

n harmonic number

r blade radial position, ft

"i nondimensional radial station - fiR

,s station defining inboard end of blade

S, station defining effective outboard end of blade

.=t•blade taper integral 28= J •c. si-dp_
S C

A disc area = ft2

A iongitudinai cyclic p;tch coefficient, rods

- 3i



__ about 
- w <r r!r'rw - flr-pt

T
rbnge, iv- ---

IV
" :- - " la e p; tch [aitd s

-- -t:- 
-

•t-to't bjo e twist root to tip (wQ shoRt)

h•e--.a about f1_pp-- hin... s-wgs.f"

-• .. :-" . -:• - .• r~•}•coeffilcient

-" " avonc ratio V/nR

*abladec pancheofdsokrd

4blrotaoer czlmu fh cngle, rods
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4.1 NOISE GENERATION BY AERODYNAMIC FORCES

We hkve seen in Section 2.1 that the major contributions to rotor noise are nadeby the

flucttx.ting lift and drag forces which act on the rotor blades and are constantly in
motic ?. The basic equation of sound generation by an aerodynamic force in motion is
(Equc ;n 20) 1 i Yi a Fi Fi aM r

xP- y $a-T aM",.j
V 4 a02 a2 M2 t 1-M

0 [ao r~lr- r

wher, the space integral has been removed, since the F. represent a point force. Thus,

the soiund pressure (or density) fluctuation at any point due to the force is a function
of its position relative to the observer (xi - y,)/r, its rate of change (aFi/at), andits
yelcc ty and acceleration toward the observer (Mr, am The Fi are of course
the f.ýree orthogonail componen'ts of the resultant force acting at the point y, . In

realiý-/, the Forces acting on a rotor are distributed pressures, and it is only for mathe-
matical convenience that we perform an integration of these pressures to arrive at
equiz ,ent point forces. It is also for convenience that the net aerodynamic load on a
rotor blade section is conventionally broken down into the two components known as
lift cnd drag. It will be seen that these components are not particularly useful
for 1tie numerical acoustic calculatlons, and further resolution, into a coordinate system
whici is fixed in space, is preferable.

However, Equation (20) shows the informa-
tion -3quired For a sound calculation based on
a single source. A helicopter rotor represents
a co.mplex distribution of aerodynamic pres- /

sures in space, and it is necessary to make use
oF a Jistribution of sources which lie on the /
rotor k:lade axe-,. The sketch shows how the Lift, 1

/distrib6uted lift and drag loads acting on the z••

blads are simulated by a series of point /
forces. What this diagram does not show are / ,
the variations and motions of these forces as /.
the [Jade rotates. Drag
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The hovering rotor is relatively straightforward aerodynamically since the forces acting
on the bla6des are effectively steady. Provided the rotor is operating in undisturbed
free space. the flow is completely axisymmetrical, and there are, in principle, no
perturbati. ns to change the steady forces as the blade rotates. In forward. flight,. how-
ever, wheT the rotor is essentially sideslipping, providing both lift and propulsive
force for .'e helicopter, the flow over the blades is asymmetric, due to a velocity
differentic' ovw- the advancing and retreating blades. Rotor control is obtained by
'"cyclic piich" changec. which is the name given to the first harmonic variation applied
to the bla e pitch angle as T rotates. Since the relative air velocity over the blade
also has a first harmonic variation •nd since aerodynamic forces are proportional to
the square of the relative velocity,. we muy expec' to find at least three harmonics in
the force :luctuations acting on the blades. This would be true if the flow through
the rotor v ee uniform. However, due to the proximity of the rotor to its own vortex
wake, wh'ch is swept backwards under the rotor disc, the flow is far from uniform,
and velocIty fluctuations are induced which give rise to very many harmonics of blade
iioading. The calculation of these higher harmonic blade loads is an extrem-ly cc-i-
plex problem which, to date, has been performed numerically only by digital com-
puters (for example, Refere.ices 29, 30, and 31) and then with only limited success.
Such calculations were beyond the scope of this study and, as will be shown, would
not be jusiified in any case.

As a first step, a simplified analysis is followed which helps to clarify the general
problem.

4.2 ESTIMATION OF BLADE LOADS AND MOTIONS AS A FUNCTION OF
FLIGHT CONFIGURAT!ONS

One of tkh main prerequisites to performing the noise calculation is to compute the
lifting rotor attitude in space, together with the cornirg angle which dominates the
blade flat~ping motion terms. A procedure by which this information can be accurately
C1 - !, vd. f ,_; 11,':

Force Balance

The starti;ig point in these calculations is the flight configuration defined by:

W aircraft gross weight, lb

V forward velocity, ft/sec

CD =uselage parasite drag coefficient

80 =blade section profile drag coefficient.
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t When the rotor thrust vector is

Planerassumed to be normal to the tip path
plane (and experiment has shown this
to be true to within 1° according to

__-- - - - • H Reference 27) and when the rotor
"weight with respect to the total is

s ignored, the shaft inclination is

D

is tan- -

W

anu the disc incidence is

tan' (39)

whvre D = fuselage drag and H rotor drag.

Deiining a rotor thrust coefficient CT = T/0.5 p A R2 a fuselage parasite drag

co fficient CDp = H/0.5 pAV 2 , a rotor drag coefficient CH = H/0.5 pAV 2 ,

Equ:ition (39) can be rewritten

'd P CD (40)CT

Pa%/ne 2 8 (p. 202) gives

1.7 2 t1 0  3p 3 s• lo s 2.8+ + -.--
CH P t2+a a a

~2 c 1
Wh r• C! 8 0 1 + a T

t32 + W2 (2 t2 2 + tt 3J

Ind..ced Flow

Wh -n the disc angle of aittack is known, actuator dikc theory is used to calculate

th• ;nduced flow through the rotor. The momentum relationship is
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T 2pA v! /V 2 +v 2

A refinement is obtained by introducing the concept of effective area which uses aero-
dynamic blad-c root and tip stations to account for tip losses and the blade's ending
disteince fro, the rotor hub, e = 2 s). Using this, the above equation can be
written

;io [2 + 2j• =CT/ 4 e (41)

A more realistic induced flow distribution is one that is not uniform but increases
linearly from -he front to the rear of the rotor according to Glavert's classical
equation

Xi (x,p) XiO (1 + K x cos p) (42)

28
where K is given by,

(4/3) (W/)
K=

1 .2 + (Ij/X)

and X is the tcal mean inflow, P sin id + xi

Rotor Control jetting

Conventional 'Klade element theory is used to establish blade section loadings (see
Figure 15),

: R - -A 1 cosi t- B1 sintu

wher, 1R is tk - collective pitch setting,and A1 and B1 are cyclic pitch coefficients.

The normal an-, tangential velocity components, ore, putting - r/R;

p

UT QR(s + u sinqi)

The ift increm-nt dL on the blade element of width dr is

dL P(U2 + U') C c dr
2 psTL

1p U. a a c J r (since U~ << U) (43)
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Substtutia fc~ 3- c-d ~ tis cq c-ir ,&~er.tv'dty yield:

P2 OCR WX B,- A.,

A X-r KX s2 Cos

: • ,. .A 1  X . t• _ s c

* s S P 7 ) B .s

4 44
2 4s s• • A ,R •;T " K s n 2

This analysis assumed zero coning cngle. if the coning angle is o, , then th- inflow

X is increased by a factor p a0 coQs . Thu5,the coefficient Xi. K s is increased to

(X Ks - p o)- .This introduces the additional fermts -p s a• in the cos, bracket

and 1.2 j 2 cc in the sin 2e bracket.

mhe biodes adoot a `coning•' angle to batcnze lift cnd centriijgal forces (in he case

of the conventio; -1 hinged rotor); and when moments oboost the flapping hinge are

eq uated, it ;$ found by the spanwise inteqicrctrn of the steady term cf EqC;ar!on 44) tht~t

- R-O (,* 4 H-. , _ ,, B + X)t
S:a " 2 (4 5 1

II y

Since this analysis is conducted with respect to the rotor disc plane, i .. , the plane

of no flopping" , the first harmonic section loadings must integrate, over the length of
the blade, to zero. This yields two further relctionships

A P t2 )icl 2



-- - - - - - _ _ _ .- 4: Ite m _. .

-lion " t.he z - .... "

.43t • , ' 2 2 t2 t 3

q'tiom {48), (47), (4-51 od (46' cre 5olled sequýentoiy,. in +ot for
ar•d A,.

A4 noted previo,ýmly, t-he~e qwiiis cre deriytd witr respect týý dtsc c~4
Cyrclic, pitch c fii ýt :eq~j'fed w 1h szce~ m~ h!ý ýwc ftc L
phy-.kcaly me~ t 1 ef' ~ ~ .t re !PP~ie

AA codn B, aIaI.

wh i ond a, ore flapping coefficienls anesoied r.lative 'o ,he shaft vxes, In

thIA coia,

4.3 LIMITATIONS OF SIMFlE THEORY

The simrplified or-iyiis-of the prececiing section, ha5 been %sed to ccIcuuoie thve c.n-

trol settings nd blade lo•od$ for +he ,H-34 he:icopter in o variety of flight conditions.

The caputed results hove Leen compore- with -he expet imentm d•tC fior• ReferencE

21, and some of the compnrisons ore shown ;n FPures 16 ",krougn 1E. FiguJres `161O)

through 16(dl are +e vurioit;ons f-r ;-sz nncde cF c.lock i collecrke ptd- a
o D coefficeenys A " ,-th :dvancu ratio t,. Tre most ,ozcecilec y c lic p itc h A f ic e i s A ,

feature of tthese plots ts ?he ,Goopwnt~y lJrge scatter oi 'he experimentco dot. Hcw-

ever, it shoald ute ncted t+ot these points corespcord t a <aroe z;urn-e Lt ;:f gtrvh of

*the same he~icopter i-,nolr different otrnospk~eric ond locding conditions Qr~dý'Gha

different rotor speeds. Nc attempt ,'cs been mooe to narmoal ze these results,

*!.h0iougb wuch a step Y..Ojd prCobbiy reduce the scatteý somevrhn:,t . The rninz rea oc

for nor doing to ;s that ins fficlent 'ni-irnono s gic[ao'e r ,ef4ence 21 rc p'r-

fo'rn • •. r.natizcton. However, in spite of tis cý 'e , :t , be, s'en

"tot the agreerntnt teý,,een Theory ono exp.e-i. -,ent ;s o• r .
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Figuees 17 and 18 show the sine and cos;ne components of the first ten blade sect;on
airlc-id harmonics for the two advance ratios p = 0.15 and p = 0.30. The experimental
poins were obtained by the intpgration of a chordwise distribution of differential pres-
sure "neasurements and therefore represent the normal blade section loading. The theo-
reticcd curves represent section lift loadings which cre not exactly aligned with the
normal force, although of course the numerical differences in these two forces are very
Small•

In both velocity cases, the ogreement between theory and experiment is good for the
steady loading, fair for the first harmonic components, and poor for the second har-
monics. Little can be said about the third harmonic comparisons, since there is very
little correla-ion. The simple theory of course predicts no harmonics greater than the
third. This is quite clearly unrealistic, since theomplitudes of the hatmonics up to the
tenth are seen to be significant experimentally. The main conclusion lo be drawn from
this comparison is that the simple theory based on momentum concepts is adequate for
the calculation of rotor performance parameters such as thrust, disc angle of attack,
coni•ng angle., and control settings, but it is quite inadequate for the prediction of
the karmonic airloads which are so vital to the noise problem.

The deficiencies in the method are fairly obvious. It is important to remember that the
mom cntum theory is simply a crude analogy for the induced flow through ihe rotor and
that the main justification for it is that it gives good agreement with experiment in per-
formmnce calculations. To obtain a more realistic picture of the induced flow, wemust
turn to a consideration of the rotor wake and of the vortex sheet theories. Again, in a
somf -vhat crude fashion, it may be considered that if the circulation abot.•t a certain
leng-:h of blade changes instantaneously, then an elemental vortex, of equal but
opp,-ite strength to the increment in the bound vortex, will be shed from the blade
with its axis parallel to that of the blade. Further, if ?here is a difference in the
circia'.ion about two adjacent segments of the blade, then a vortex will be trailed
from that intersection, with its axis parallel to the flow, and with a strength equal to
the Uiiff-i'ence between the two bound vortex strengths. Now, in practice, the liftvaries
con'-nuously along the blade radius as the blade rotates with a corresponding variation
in circulation. Thus, thewake behind each blade may be thought of as a lattice struc-
ture of shed and trailing vortex elements. In fact, suchamodel has been included in a
digilal computer program for the numerical calculation of vortex wake effects,' 0 and the
sketýh on the following page illustrates the concept.

If this wake structure could be accurately and realistically defined, then' the induced
flovi in the vicinity of each rotor blade could be calculated by summing the velocity
conimonents induced by each vortex eleme. Although this method represents an order
of magnitude of improvement over earlier attempts to account for the wake flow (which
wert! necessarily oversimplified in the absence of powerful computing equipment), it has
been frustrated by further factors which are difficult to include. One of the funda-
mernal difficulties is that changes in the bound vortex strength do not, in practice, occur
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i: -'- " -:n- ie steps. All ;- s ore iontinuous and the real wake behindi the blade is

•-"-•-! •: !. v ior't" .shiett a continuo-u$ surfoce of vorticitvo However, this sheet is ur, stabie and

m-is.eftknown, rolls up into at least one vortex tube, and possibiy more. Each

" - "' •"r e .pvA.lW•" from the sItor in the form of a helix, which, because of ;nter-
actions . f•racton different vortices, npuidly becomes distorted. Although in principle

-" ".sp'n ible to ;•Icutate these diltort'o.rP.tY3 -,ernl ,,rnblerm becomes immensely

"c"j nople. FtsrtFrmoro, the basic helical vortex shape, even in hover, is unsiable for

,- - '- oi~tcht below OR•eferece 33).
*' ,VUt shee.. cotnossioeo oriiy oeeths.e susal n

----Th*'bove discucsion iliusztesa just one of +e problerr. Further difficulftes irc!vde

canp ress.ib;iity effects roqr the advancing blade tips, revelse flow over the inboard

en-d - " • o-retreating blade, blade ztal! P= the retreating blade tips, an% inter-

"- fr.e e.ffects between the rvtcu ;nd the fuselage and between rotors.

A Nfctor-which hMs a profovndeffect upon the wake calcu iatons described above, and which

-oio._h* a dir•ct influence on-the radiated noise, is the dynamic response of the rotor

-biod,4. Blade moutntin : mechnisms take a variety of forms, the most complex of which

is the flap-log hinge system. In this system, the blade has freedom of rotation about its

root both in and out of the rotor plane. Further, the blade is flexible, and thus bends in

normwv and transverse directions "n tw;stt about its pitching axis. The fluctuating

iriqlod envirorvient causes oscillatory motions in all these degrees of freedom. Aero-

dycazigolly, tha. motiorm modify the applied airlood& and subsequent vortex shedding

-actio•n•so ot the entire blade loading/response/wake system forms a closed-loop prob-

lem. Acouti~olly, the blade response generates sound directly through the motions of

the qwrodyn ic noise sources, in addition to the indirect consequences of the modified

o irla•.



4., AERODYNAMIC LOADING TERMS FOR INPUT TO NOISE CALCULATIONS

During the present study, considerable effort has been devoted to the development of
simplified methods for the estimation of realistic cirload and blade motion input terms
for he acoustic calculations. The bcsic aim of this work was to devise semiempiricol
t-ckniques to extenld the simplified cnalytfical approach of Section 4.2 to cover the
hicjikcr loading harmonics. The ana!yses were programmed for digital computer sol.,-
tion, using normal mode structural response theory to calculate realistic blade
motions in all degrees of freedom ý-rom the estimated loading distributions.

For ;wo reasons this approach had to be abandoned. First, a thorough study of avail-
ablc experimental airload data2 1' 3 4 revealed no accurately predictable trends.
Second, as the ccou'.ic study progressed, it became increasingly clear that (1) a very
laroc, number of loading harmonics are required for the calculation of a moderate
nurnmer of sound harmonics, end (2 the loading fluctuations must become increasingly
ranco-om as frequency increase;s. This is to be expected from a consideration of the
turbulent flow processes wli•ch generate these higher frequencies.

!1 ik .K.-ar that new information is required before firm c,,r,.luslons can be drawn re-
gar irng the accustical~y important characteristics of the blade loadings. Continuous
recr rdings of blade secaion oressure differentials should be acquired by a system having
an uudio frequency range, and be subjected to a power spectral density analysis,
".ati•lr than a ( hurier analysis, to determine iot only the load harmonic qmplitudes
but ilso their ba,.d&ddths. This subject is discussed further In Section 5.2 and Appen-
dix 'I. Nv,,irtl'ees2, it has boon possible to draw tentative conclusions from an
cxo, ination c4 the first ton harmonic amplitudes experimentally measured and re-
por:lid in Refernnces 21 and 34.

Dat,' from these references are presented in figures 19 and 20 which show a selection
... of 8-percent-radius section loading harmonic amplitudes, plotted against harmonic

nunrt er, on logarithmic scales. These plots suggest that the harmonic decay follows a
pow',r law of the form

F> = F0 X-k (49)

2 2

whkre X is th'e harmonic number and Fx = is the section harmonic
loading amplitude. F0 is the steady component of the section loading. Consequentl,.
straight lines have been fitted to all plots for the available forward speadcases (steady,
levcl flight), enabling the loading law exponent k to be calculated in each case.
Figu~re 21 (a) shows the exponent values plotted against advance ratio Pz. A line has
bee i sketched through these points, but in view of the scatter, there seems to be little
poirmt in assuming any departure from the value k - 2 for all speeds. The most sur-
pris ng feature of these resultr is the reiative constancy of this loading low. Despite
expectations of an increase in the higher harmonic amplitudeswith forward speed, no
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such trend is noted. The harmonic amplitudes are practic-Ily as great in the hover as
they cre at the limiting advance ratio of 0.3. To study this phenomenon in more de-
tail, a second set of straight lines wa- fitted to the harmonic amplitude plots, con-
straining fhe lines to pass through the second harmonic point, which, even by the
s:mple theory, is predicted to rise rapidly with forward speed. The alternative loadir.g
law expo:nents derived in this manner are p!otted against advance ratio in Figure 21(b).
More variation is observed this time, and the sketched curve bears a remarkable
resemblarce to the rotor "power required" curve (compare with Figure 16(a)). Thesignificance of this has not been established and, because the scatter about the fitted
straight iines was somewhat increased by this procedure, the point was not pursued.
It shculd he noted that although the bulk of the results were derived from the H-34
data of Roference 21, four cases were available in the UH-1B data of Reference 34.
The close agreement between the two sets of data is of considerable interest, since
the two ro.tor systems are very different. The H-34 has a fo,. -.lPode articulated rotor
of 56-ft diameter, and the UH-1A has a two-blade teetering rctor of 44-ft diameter.

Figures IQ and 20 give results for a single posivion on the blade at 0.85 span. It is
of interesf to look at the loading variation along the span of the blade which is
shcwn in Figure 22. Local sectional force coefficients in thi various harmonics areplotted. The immediately obvious effect in Figure 22 is that the higher harmonic load-
Ing coefficients rise toward the tip of the blade. in terms of power laws, the results
vary from an inverse square law based on second harmonic near the root to an inverse
first power law at the 0.95 span location. Based on the steady loading coefficient,
the three ;nboard stations correspond to about an inverse cube power law, while the
three outboard-stations correspond to un inverse square. Since the outboard stations
are much more effective as producers of sound, this effect provides additional justi-
fication for the use at an inverse square law based on steady loading in the final cal-
culation.

The fairly wide variation in harmonic levels should again be noted. For instance, all
sections have second harmonic levels close to 0.003, except one at the 0.85 station
which shows an increase by a factor 3. This increase in second harmonic level is not
observable at the 0.75 or the 0.9 station, and it is further evidence of the highly
localized nature of the loading forces even for the low harmonics. Similarly, the
0.9 station shows an exceptionally high level of the fifth harmonic. While it Js pos-
sible that part of these effects may be explained by experimental error, it seems
probable -hat most of the observed effects are real. For instance, the very high level
of second harmonic is observed at the 0.85 station for all the low forward velocity
cases givcn by Scheiman; 2 1 this suggests that some repeatable vorte,, pattern is the
cause.

It is also of interest to look at the measured loading effects for some rough running
cases shown in Figure 23 in comparison with the hovcr case in Figure 22. Note that
the rough running cases huve higher levels of the higher harmonics. The
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rough running cases a~so generally have much lower second harmonic loadings, whii..h
results in power laws based on the second harmonics always being at inverse first ,ower 4
law or higher. The power laws based on the steady loading show less effect, but it is
thought that for these rough running cases it will be overconservative tc use laws
based on the steady loading. On physical grounds, it is clear that for cases where
the shed vortex posse,.: very close to the blade, there will be an impulsive loading
applied. which will tend to produce ail harmonic loadings with rouhly equat
magnitude. It is tentatively sugpt•ted that on inverse first power loading law bt
used for the rough running cases which would include blkde sap.

The power laws discussed above appear to give the amplitude of the loading harmonics

with reasonable accuracy. However, as will be discussed in Section 5.2, the phase
of the loading is equclly, or perhaps even more, important in determining the sound
radiation characreristics. During initial work on this project, attempts were made to
predizt the phase of the various loading harmonics as a function of span. This was
Founc, to be impossible; no coherent picture emerged, as is shown by typical plots,
again from Scheiman's data, 2 1 in pigure 24. Clearly, the best assumption is of
randcom phase, particuloiyaci the higher !oadlng frequencies. This introduces some
mathematical complexIty, arnd the approach w~ich has been used is described in
Section 5.2. . .

Effect of Blade Vortex Interactions

It w a, noted in the Introduction that a primary source of fluctuating airloods on the
blad.:ts is their passage over, or even through, a concentrated vortex trailing from
anothLr blade. It is worthwhile at this point to consider the form of the rotor wake
geometry, since it does have such an important influence on the noise problem. As
discussed in Section 4.3, the vortex sheet shed by a blade is unstable and rapidly
rolls up into at least one c.i)ncentrated vortex having an apparen t origin near the
blade tip. In fact, its preci~eorigin varies as the blade rotates, and itdoes lie a little
inbowrd of the blade tip. However for tK present purposes it is satisfactory to assume
that 4ýach blade trails a single vortex from its tip. Furthermore, it will be assumed that

each element c" thi vortex remains at the
precise point in space where it was shed.
The plan view of a single vortex therefore
will look something l;ke the accompanying
sketch. The radial station s of the nth
following blade which intersects the vor-
tex is given by the simultaneous equations. 3 1
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p sin , -- sin -w

(50)

where Y 2r•n/B + t -l 1

and wh§r the angle between the two blades, where the

symbol, are defined in the sketch. These equations were solved numerically on o.'

compul--r for a variety of rotor configurations and advance ratios, and the results ore
shown 'n Figure 25. The curves in tiach case represent the loci of blade/vortex
intersee:tion points on a single blade as it rotates. The number on each locus corresponds
to the equency of preceding blades. For example, in the top left-hand diagram for
b-= 4, 0= . 1, the number 1 corresponds to the intersection point of the vortex shed
by the -)lade which leads the reference blade by 90 degree,.; 2 is the blade leading
by 180 degrees, and so on. Only the first B vortices ire .- 'n for clarity, so that
the ;ast curve in each case rvpresents the intersection of the blade with its own
v,•,iex shed earlier. Also, the verticnl displacement of the vortex from the blade,
which of course is not shown, will generally increase as the number increases, so that
khe higIer numbered intersections will have a decreasing influence on the blade loads.

Results are shown for rotors having 4, 5, and 6 blades moving at advance ratios of
0.1 th-ough 0.5. However, the results for 2 and 3 blades can be seen in the plots
for 4 mnd 6 blades as alternate curves. This is the reason for the alternate broken
lines in those cases.

The mc~t obvious feature of these results is the general movement of the
interse :tion points to the repion of the disc corresponding to low values of , as
forwarcd velocity increase-. More important than this from the standpoint of loading
fluctuotions, however, is the decrease in the angles between theblade and the inter-
section loci. Since it con be assumed that, near any intersection, local section
loadin,,.s will be strongly influenced by the presence of the vortex, these loci indicate
the me'ion of loading peaks (or troighs) along the blade. As shown by the general
acoustic Equation (21), aerodynamic forces in motion generate sound which increases
rapidly with velocity and acceleration. At low advance ratios, the curves show that
the melaon of these forces is relatively low, of the order of half a rrliuj in half a
revolulion. This corresponds to a convection Mack number along the LaJe of the
order c. 0.2. It is clear that as advance ratio increases, this convectLcn ipeed in-
creases, Typically, at' p 0.5, the intersection& move half a radius in 10 degrees
of rotoion, corresponding to a convection Mc:ch number of the order 2.0.
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Thus, this fairly crude consideration ;hows through Figure 25 that even at moderate
advance ratios, blade vortex intersections can travel along the blaJe at supersonic
trace speeds. Such supersonically moving forces are efficient generators of sound, and
it is interesting to consider that blade slap, for ex ample, coulc; be generated by this

;nd of mechanism. Although such an approach has not been taken in this study, it
Would be possible to perform an analysis of the sound generated by a blade/vortex
ititersection in arbitrary motion.

Phys'cally, of course, a rapidly moving intersection corresponds toa loading fluctuation
which is practically :n , ase along the entire blade, effectively a distributed impul-
sive sound source. Viewed in either manner, it is important to note that such a source
will b& highly directional with a marked lobe pointing near to the direction of the

A•blod' axis. Thus, -blade slap generated by this mechanism may be expected to peak in
azirrnsith directions within the first quadrant of rotation.

Figu--e 26 shows a cntour plot of an airload distribution measured by Scheiman 2 1

for . four-blade rotor at an advance ratio of 0.29. This was plotted by computer using
Scheiman's data directly. Superimposed on this p'otare the blade/vortex intersection

loci for B = 4, pi = 0.29. The effects of the vortices are reflected in tho loading
gradients, remembering that increased angle of attack :. to be expected outboard of a
vortax location.
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5.0 COMPUTATIONAL METHOL.• AND ACCURACY

5.1 SULf"v1,ARY OF. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

Two cigital computer programs have been prepared during the course of this study for
the CDC 3300 Computer to calcolate the sound field of a helicopter rotor. the develop-
ment of the first of these, code named HERON 1, was ;n fact one of the primary objec-
tives Mf the investigation. This program is completely comprehensive in that it calculates
the scund field generated simultaneously by an arbitrary number of rotors of any dimensions.
For er ch of these rotors, the program accounts for the aerodynamic lift and drag section
Joadiigs, articulated and flexble blade motions in all degrees of freedom, rotor geometry
i•-.luding number of blades and rotor diameter, and the attitude and motion of the rotor in
spce. From this information, the program computes and outputs the amplitudes and fre-
quenrles of the fundamental rotational noise component and its harmonics at any specific
point in sp,7ce. Both geometric and acoustic near-field effects are included so that the
result is accurate at any point.

Progrcm HERON 2, on the other hand, was written specifically for the direct numerical
evaluation of Equation (37), which, as discussed in Section 3.4, is a closed-form solution
for the. for-fleld sound of a rigid-rotor system whose only admissible blade, motion is
sread, coning. However, as will be shown in Section 6, this solution is satisfactory for
practcal application in the study of helicopter noise, and this second program has proved
to be useful in aiding a general understanding of an extremely complex problem. Unlike
HERON 1, this program was written entirely as a special-purpose mathematical tool and
has been revised and refined to perform a wide variety of computations based on Equa-
tion (37). Consequently, no gent, ral-purpose version was developed.

Progr-.m HERON I is described in detail in the companion report.40 A complete speci-
fication including operating instructions is included. The discussion in this section is
limitcd to some of the pertinent fec'-r-es of the computational method together with some
notes regarding accuracy.

The czoustic Equation (20) is defined in a ccordinate system which is fixed in space
with cý distributed acoustic source in ,:rbitrary motion relative to a stationary medium.

rf xi -y /1
4 a [a 0 r(1-M) at r(1-M)0 0 r r/J

wherc ri is the position vector of the aerodynamic force having components F..

The scund generated by a rotor blade in motion i: the result of that motion and the dis-
.tribut;d aerodynamic pressure acting over. its entire surface. For numerical purposes,however, it is necessary to simulate the actual distributions by a radially distributed set
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of point loads, as is ccrnmcn in rotor aerodynamics. Further, it is convenient to specify 4
these: point loads as having orthogonal lift arnd drag components normal to the blade
axis, and acting at the same point. Whnen one knaiws the orientation of the blade *n
space, as a function of time, it then becomes a relatively straightforwv.rd matt,..- to
resoive the lift and drag into the three components F. defined in Equation (20). Strictly

ther, Equation (20) should be written

1 x. - Yi a Fi

S= - [K2r• -- M' r ' (51)P 4,f aor (I1-Mr) at r(1 -Mr

where the tensor ws,.hscript applies to t+e three fixed coordinate directions, and the sum-
motion is carried out over oil assumed radial loading points (and over all blades). In
addition, the near-field pressure fluctuations are calculated according to Equation 18 of
Reference 8, whic..h is

F1 (.X.- y.) 01-MW)
P = -- 2 .. F. M

4 v (1- Mr) r r (I1-M.)

rr
(52)

To evaluate Equations (51) and (52), the summations have to be performed at the appro-
priate retarded times (which the brackets denote). This is simply saying that we
hove to calculate the sound pressure at t-he observer position x., due, to all the the
aerodynamic forces F. acting at the point Y. on the rotor system when they generated

the ccoustic disturbances, which all reach the observer at the same instant. The
accompanying sketch shows clearly that the sound generated by a number of points on

a rotor at the same instant does not
necessarily reach an observer at the

"so- -OW same time. The arrows denote the
distance travelled by the sound
originating from each point when
the first sound reaches the observer.
Figure 27 shows the computed posi-
tions of the bladeaxes of a four-
blade rotor corresponding to the
appropriate retarded time of each

bladf- element. The sound generated by each element, when it was in the position
denoted, arrived at the specified observer position at the same instant.

The cbserver positions and the rigid body mot~ons of the helicopter (in terms of its posi-

tion, and linearand angular velocities) are definedwith respect too set of "ground axes"
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.which I, fxed in space. For convenience, ol! blade loadings and motions are speci-

fied wit.'; respect to a set of rotor axes which are parallel and normai to the rotor plane
of rotati;n and whose origin is coincident with and moves with the rotor hub! The
azimuthcl variations of all section airloods and motions are input to the program either
as t~ime P ;st0 ies or as sets of Fourier coefficients. By performing the appropriate axis
transfornoations, the coordinates of each blade element and the force compcnents acting
upon it can be defined with reference to the ground axes in a form suitable for direct
input to •qt'aticns (51) and (52) as a function of time. All that is required to petform
the summtation, involved in those equations is the correct retarded time for each blade
element.

This is cc lculated by an iterative procedure. For uniform linear motion of the rotor,
the retarded time for the hub itself can be obtained from the equation

(x. 'yi) Y+ •I (x'y) Yi12 + r2 (a 2-2,)•

t - (x. (53)
2 .

where th, y. ore the coordinates of the rotor hub at time t. This gives a good approxi-
ýmation to the retarded time for the most inboard blade station, which is then found by
iteration. The converged value is used as a starting value for the next blade station,
and so on, until all have been determined.

JThe sound pressure at each observer position is calculated as a time history at 'a series
"of equal lime intervals over a total period equal to the rotor rotationao period divided
'by the number of blades. This is the period of the fundamental sound harmonic.
Starting (t time t = 0, the retarded times are calculated for all blade loading stations
on all blrdes, and Equations (51) and (52) are evaluated to give the sound pressure
p(0). Tý-.e process is then repeated for t = At, 2At... , and so on, until the complete
ime histcry is obtained. This is then Fourier analyzed to give the amplitudes of each

sound har,-nonic.

-Numericc, I Accuracy •

,The impli Cations of simulating the distributed aerodynamic loadings by a set of discrete
point. forces are fully discussed in Section 5.2. From that point on, the computed results
are exact within the numerical accuracy of the computer For sound level calculations,
this is sorc-,whnt limiting due to the very large dynamic range of the hearing mechanism
of around 140 dB in sound intensity. Due to the limitations of the computer word
folength in +he machine used, the useful dynamic range is only around 90 dB. However,
for most p-actical purposes, this is more than adequate.

Another question of accuracy arises in the specification of the airload data. The num-
ber of sound harmonics computed by the program is cpproximately m/2B where m is
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thee nur.ber of azimuith stations uted fo define the azimuth variation of loading and
motion and B is the number of blades in the rotor. Since m values are sufficient
to accconmodate approximately m/2 loading harmonics, the program effectively cal-
culates i/B times as many sound harmonics as loading harmonics. It wil! be seen in
Sectior- 6 that a certain number of loading harmonics can lead to the accurate com-
putation of somewhat less than 1/B times as many sound hcrmonics; therefore, the pessl-
bility of error -n the highest harmonics must always be borne in mind.

A lthough the program contains provisions for helicopter pitch and roll angular veloci-
ties, it is assumed that these do not result in any change of flight direction'during the
entire onge of retarded time, which is appro.imately equal to 1/B times a rotor
rotational period. This assumption avoids very considerable computational complexity
and is believed to involve very small errors.

5.2 ACCURACY CONSIDERATIONS - EFFECTS OF RANDOM LOADINGS

One of the principal requiremen4s in any numerical study is, of course, tht atccuracy
be obtained in the answers. In the present approach, the availabllity oftwoindc'pendent
methods for calculating the noise has acted as a powerful check against computational
errors, but several extremely important and rather subtle.points affect eithet method
eaually. In fact, it will be shown that the la.-k of detaiied experimental knowledge of
the higier harmonics of helicopter noise can eJsily lead to the introduction of errors.
These crrors result from the natuw e of the assumptions mode to cover the lack of experl-
mental data and are by no means obvious.

It was shown in the previous section how actual blade lift and drag loadig"distribu-
tions are represented, for the purpose of numerical calculation of the sound'field, by
a finit( number of discrete Foint forces. At this point the question arises: how, pre-
cisc!y. is this simulation performed in terms of numbers and distributions of the point
loads?

If we knew the actual pressure distributions on, the blade surfaces as a functionlof time
or blode posit.-on, with sufficient accuracy, it is clear 4thai'the most accurate
solution would be to use a very large number of loading points, both -radiavlyland
around fhe azimuth (or in the case of harmonic representation, the maximum number
of Fourier coefficients for each radial position). It is equally clear, however, that
(a) we cannot define the actual blade loadings with sufficient accuracy to justify
more than a certain number of radial and azimuthal Intervals (note that the use of
I -degree and 2-degree azimuth intervals in previous investigations cannot Im|prove the
accuracy over the 15-degree intervals for which the loadings were originally s4cifled;
the higher harmonics yielded by this technique are in error),and (M) It is necessary to
minimize the number of points for computational expediency. In the present program
the azimuthal interval defines how many sound harmonics we can calculatej whereas
the radial intervals govern the accuracy with which they are calculated. Therefore,
for a given number of sound harmonics, the required azimuth interval (or number
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CFt lo•.ding harmonics) is fixed, and it only remains to optimize the number and distribu-

tion rf radial loading points in order to obtain adequate answers. Letusconsider, then,

some 4f the relationships between the loading distributions and the sound which they

geneirate.

Toking one pair of results from Equations (37) (specifically for n - X even), and

dividing the cosine harmonic by the sine harmonic we obtain the following result

x bXD y
-- bXT(J1)- (J;) - - aXC

nX r nM 2r
- - .(54)

bn -- aX(') aXD (y) - bc (3

nX a ~ (j'j b J

r nM 2r

where JnMy- x (nMy

Js Jr,-%+1(-• ) Jn- -1) n•-I) n-Y ' r--Y

' -- " n+X r

J2 (fl-~X)J (zŽ ) (n +1) J +X(M)

* Y l(fMy) (nMy) (nMy) (nty)

n is the sound harmonic number and X is the loading harmonic number (where the rota-

tioncl frequency ;" ihe fundarmiental). The coefficients n• and n are the in-phase

and .ucd-r.:ure amplitudes of the nth sound haimonic that are attributoale to the

Xth loading harmonic. The Xth loading harmonic is represented by the coefficients

aXT f etc., which correspond to the harmonics of a point force acting somewhere

on the blade. The radial Ioca!:on of this force affects only the value of M, the rota-

aionol Mach number, which is directly proporfional to radius. Equation (54) gives

the phasing of the sound harmonic since tan pnXR = (anX/bnX)R , where ,he suffix

R applies to the force acting at radius R.

We see from this equation that if only one force is acting (having thrust, 'drag and

radi-!l components), the phase of the sound harmonic is essentially independent of the

point of action of the load, apart from a minor variation due to the effect of M on

the drag term. Similarly, if many !oads, acting on the blade at different points, are

"n plase with ecch other (i. a., a%/bX constarit), 6ien their contributions to any
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U. --- , -:.. .-. 7X'
r.X.

where R. ore the lvaring pctns, arnd tht ratio -- f rýd • i

livory with K. - 4 " "

ii

The carns-quence or this Is thoy if the harmon•c .din.r.s in ptise angthe blade, it .
can be quite accurately repres-ented by o iingle tIoodig point if the corect .fres (for

example, the integrated blade thrust, 6rog, and outward oo r nthar~cmJ) ore
applied at the c€yree point. This is precisely what hns been 4me. in cc¢epted propel-

ler noise theory, I and it alotws considerable sim:plification of the rsCq4PVtotos, -.It

is important to note, tavugh that -the effective load~ing point ;so -a Evnion-of X. a~ 11,
and thus it takes avman- y different valu as __-ll- qf-c w. c _
However, if the iooding is not in ;hcs~e, then on effective •i•91e tood would have tp.be_:•
specified in terms of position ond phase for each field point, which is o'vi&o•sly impra-

Unfortunately, as we have seen in the case of the heiicopter, it oniy •.e steady
loadinng which retroains in phoase *onrg the blade (by de~inition), the Ohds'e of the Khir-
Smanics showing increasingly gre-ter variations as frequency increases. 'As a .ert
rule, it seems safe to soy t-at the higher the loading harmonic, the more aodiallyy dis-
"tributed the point loads must be for accurate soun6 ccitcuiation. It is equ•ally cmrtkxin

. that, under the present state of the art, we cannot define the loading harmorics
with sufficient resolution to satisfy +he requirerpenti of the acoustic theory, since the
final results are extremely sensitive to locding phase, as will be seen in Section 6.

Fortunately. due to the rc..'ure of rotor aerodynamic ioacds, we are able to simpllfy the
problem in a manner which enables us to make reisonable estimates of the sound field
up to very high harmonics of the blade pomsoge freque.ncy. The basis for this simpli-
fication is that the flow processes which cause the fluctuating airliods become
increasingly random as frequency increases. This is aopprer.; from experimental datc

on th.e first ten loadin 9 harmonics (Section 4.4) anid is clearly true at frequencies of



t4h. woke- twL-inae. Eaet~erqtclty.til, anohns zIow i tlc~f 5ai ! cc)( offi~

-tin o Te its,~t eittier in Wcce5~s e expw~rin'.c.r~t5 cr in scct~ve i10 e reyokitions.
* qn~p~e ~ htrQl c tr' igna'QK ivhs pmo~rt~cino! to the blade sectioI

09ýtrl qt ony stotion,. #ere Toised throu9fl u very aar~c'r ii irc QO~h

T u-nd rsra-ný 're ;m- licalior& ot cQ ran~dcx om~r~yrgo k~:~~c~i

Nc i_--otivin fron eachi el inen1 of the r'otor bloat.

-AIl Nxayv the same otmei squaev*yaltje-(H) over the range of in~terest. Consider
Rrst ~ ~ i t+, unpe5r-gthec (A). Suppc--e th~at this is divided into (say) 100 ports

.ec ~ is~gh j OQ Theeahpnil confriute one 100th of the total integral.
Now-In sqund calctilaiot, we must take the square of the re~ult. If we odd~ each con-

tdbqalon c 4 ~n suare4 t:64 rewit will b 2 ~;bti esur ahcitbto
and then add,. th, result'wilIl be R2 W1/100, In other wceds, the valie of the sum of the
squares C n2wb rt4e qs small as we like by tak~ng more and more elemnents.

Next qonsidtr the curve B, which is o perfect sine wave. Divide t+,j into 100
Pifcesn, mu d The roswit 11 identically zero; but if we squre ec-ch contribution

adthen qidd, treuisoan R' H2/100. Thus in this case, +ae result of taking the
suen of th*e Wares 4s always greater than takJng the s-quore of the &-.jm. The difference
j$in; jt he rolativo Phasing along the longt+ of the curve. The straight
fine was all in~phozet, so eoch segm'ent added to its neighor. For the sine ways, all

contrbo~loirs wgn-cel d exactly. Curve C shows a furtfier case where the sine wove
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i ce o rlý, C o! the -qu-res will a• o.r. .be c.OI.ly eq.i t

~~letota ~Le~t nm~i~. hcw'olecontrhUit-ton Q! jrve 1:j ~~t~A
the [zst u~ncanceiled pc.'t cngle.

ýC-OAm~IC tQKern to be in pIýase Qove- +"e wYhole "aCie span.

t-Ime e~iec rs, rai at-,of~r- ;-ira :f arenPa;i s o F the spcn, -IIl 1regc the 6inefrvef at dl'-

fere • ., time,, T-us,• ..eH-pi e -

In wherwor•s. cr-.e: okc .Acre transformed into curves iike Bar C via th-aco • c.-

retaroed time effects. Foztunctely, h-•wever, in the integrated result EquatiOn (54). .

there i5 no phcs;rn dependence on ra!ius due to the acoustics. bu. the ioo.ing phase

effects are still of extreme importunce. It is well known (see Section 2.1) thivt• ths

blade loadings can be very locolized, being the resit of vortex interaitioe0iff*ec0ti

so that it is extremely umlikely that they wre in phase over the span. The-MQýt'o•iox_-

venient assumption is thot the higher harmonkc loads are random in phac.e along te

blade, as was discussea above. -.is case, the sum of the squares ca€ie, loation qpb.

However, here cnother problem n rises. Itcn beseenhatthe sum of the squarescon l¢

made as smali as desired, simply by choosing a sufficiently large number of dlv!sio .

along the span. Again, this is obviously incorreet. The fallacy behind this limit i,

that, as the divisions get smaller and ,unct|er, it becomes less and leu accurate to

assume that the phases of successive divisions are random. The phases of neaby divi-

sions are approximately equal, so thot they must be calculated via the $luure of the

sum rather than the sum of thesquores. The key question is: haw miny sucUeCsive

divisions con be regarded as being in phase?

The answer to this question lies in the space correlation of the fluctuating loads along

the blade. Consider the in-phase and out-of-phase combinations to the nth sound

harmonic a , an2, a nKa and b ,b ,b '... 6 nuto K bonKing

n,1 nz n, n n3 " K

points chosen to o4it at various blade stations aln representing the distribution of the

"X th loading harmonic. if these K loads ore conslont in both cimplituie and phase,

so are the a., b. (0 1 2 3,... K), cnd we con write thoa sound p1rusre level

of the nth sound harmonic as

K K= . (a a + b )b ( 6)

Now if the K loads are random, i.e. , not constant in amplitude and phase, the ob.q

resuir is not true, and we must write

- - -
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-.- l.mn.eu lbetwee. and a Or b end Ie e Thes tcoefficients nave vwie-
A; fl -nfl

i I, -" 1'- .. '-

n etwe•e*i -qqnd , he f, O nher hnplies 'cotnpete randootess and
•the aofer as fllows fro ..qwtng Equations (56) and (57), implies ;omplete

ccrettlon If $Cth-:'oods are completely random, r. (except when; 3

i,•, ,'since- r i" 41--"- "- trZ-f etj) and theen eia• thooinslth;

ii-j

K,
-

2  L (o + b258

In guns7at the ioefeitsill lienomwheire between the two extremes and will de-
crb-- s.&rV ;n lJ Icire-nes_ I order to make use of Eqzinatior y (57), it is necessary
todef•U ing thi&e~ pt .• In doh we moe the-fowing assumpti

:: t ,....-T. = ~ s = (5

'.1

r T hat _ . a doncrsq4ns exponentiolly with The separation f_ xj w(th'essed as a

ucti on. o.he 2h us) between the i tth- eA•ndJ loading stations.

-. 3) ,That the "ctarelotion length', defined here as the distance over which the
o ir.relatit" ctefficient firlls to sao e fixed value, is inversely proportional to

hrmonic number X.

Usin ... .... .. o ptian, we.arrive at the result

r.. .. e(59)

- .Where a 4 Q constant toabe determined. The variation of 7%. with and X is
iketched an the follcwing page.

In ýordvr to use Equations (57) and (59) in a nunierical procedure, a further caicula-
t ion is i-waired. If the correlation coetticient does not ditter substantially between
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th cettiive dnt pomts then cq~~r 5)~~ ie iie ci

ovrc singie iocading sequ-x-,t b*o e

effect~ve foo is *srevot iowerl tnar, -

rhe Guecd %(Ofv-e. Th's is ctarzmed be- -

Corlsidei a single raidia! segment of +,e M2

rotcor blode ýetween the stotici'ns S Ian~

S .Ifth sctonImdig iswl or'e-

lated along its length then +he harmninc
amplitude of the tetal forct. acting upon
it isS irlp~y

AF\ 2 F, (ds (60)

Fýs is dFX/ds, the omplitu~eF

t~:ýi. X th harmonic sect-ion looding. If
Fý (s' is not wefl Icorreloted, the~n we inust
rescK-t to the method ;!h.tus~od by Equa-
tion (57) to determine a value of on
"effective" load incremnent F Eacting on~

the segment. In fact, we con write ,2

E ~ r. It 2 F~(s) F (s) ds da (61)

Now ao.uming the some form for the correlation coefficient

r1  e where S -

and assuming a "triangular loading" pattern (i -e ,the local loading is proport~onol to
radial cdistance) for the Xth harmonic amplitude so thct



F4 , (s) 2 Fx

we ca.l c ,press the following relationship for the effective load FE

F ''2 4F J - - s - eS ds+ f s e e

~ S1  S

(62)

Evaluatici of this integral gives

4F 2 [2 2 e"C2 S 2 )-S) / 1
F2  -(S3 53)+ ~S S +

, X 3 ax a I a/ 2 ox

~--- 2 + 2 _(1 63)
aOxk 2 02 x2

It is of ir,-erest to put S 1 0 annd S = 1, for mrcn we obtain the effective loading
for the e, tire blade 1 2

4F2 i2 1 2F: .. + • 1- (64)
'� 3 X a3 X30

Note fo.- for a X >> 1

3,F
F2  

- (65,
E 3aX

Combiniro. Equation (65) with Equation (49) and using the recommended value of
2 fcr k, we have the approximate result
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(Where T- total b±•ode trvW. J

-he )72 . . he . . .e effec!iV--- _ ' -

Equationrs (63) o•na (66) hove been used to study the effect- of boadre -4.ir d-i.trib~tionsr ano the tesulis oe d•,ged 1n Section 6.

A zonci equi'viaent ercor Droblern accuvs in +e ;Qtr.Lotior of the so. 4d "ro Che

sucmmation of oll rh~e load; hcirmomncs .- lttteteies_; q~tc.. -46) r,; 'r 37n $how$

that the contributions to Cny snd krmO¢•iC Of ty-try seCOnd loading hormoric {i H
hove a :ign chc-'gi. Now, by the time the lodiings reach the twentieth or sotheir
magniftude =har.ges {litte with ch nge in harmonic number. Thus, ai the sound. fro
the loding harmaic would be c"ncce]|d out by the 4o,.nd fromr the next ;fey 9th
hod the same phase angle. Clearly, it is extremely unlikely that such harmiics
would have the some phase, but, os show.- !n Section 4 , beyond about the secon "-
-hýarmronic we have no real idea of what the phase is. Again, the only Iogicol choice
is to cssýjme that the harmonics have rcndom phase, so +at the sum of the squares of
successive harmonics must be taken rather than +e sqvare of the sum., if eclstic

" * answers are to be expected. On the other hand, if tme phsase is well( k.-_..n l-for -

instance on the first harmonic oirl~od), then it con bte lrcuded, and the seconi expres-
sion con be used. It may be noted that the definition of the loading harmonics via a
root mean square value cutomrticoily tokes care vf these problems in the azimvthlol
ntegration. These points were not considered by prev-,ious invesg ., i2 this

is another source of the low leveis they find in the highe- noise harmonics. Ali the
points mode above via phy'sical arqument con be duplicated matiiematicaflY. A

i mathematical analysis is given in Appendix 11.

As a final point, it is worthwhile to consider the chordwise intagmtion. The genviml
conclusions above about correlation functions for the high harmonics do apply in a
modified form, but the oject here to study the dire- teffecti of a chordws• distri-
bution of loading. Schlegel et at foellwed Gutin 5 in using a rectangular di3-
trbiution, and Loewy and Sutton used a straigt-line approximation which gave
a comnpex algebraic result. In fact, these modifications are bcth unneceoary and
inaccurate. Figure 28, token from Reference 35, shows the Fourier cooffticients of
various chordwise loading shapes, a typical reci cditritiution (from Reference 36), am
assiumed rectangu!ar and sinusoidal -.apei. Several points ma, be obýerved. First
the lock of certain harmonics is pacu!iar to the or~ificial shapos and does not occu --
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for th real case. Siecond, the real loading gives higher levels of harmonics than
do th: artificial shcpc.. This is basically due to the strong first peak of the real
load[ i. Third, solidities typical of a helicopter have much higher harmonic con-
tent tý.an equivalent propeller cases. Fourth, the delta function, approximation
(equc; harmonic content) is very acceptable for helicopter loadings and is certainly
more :ccurcate than rectangular distributions. (The results shown in Figure 35 are
not, course, noise harmonics. The effective values must be taken through the full
comp,, ation of Equation (36) to give the final noise radiation.) !t is clear that
detai! of the mear, clordwise loadings distribution are unlikely to be important.
This r-uilt was found in the computations of Loewy and Sutton.10, 11 Thus, it is sug-
geste, +hat point chordwise loadings (delta functions) be used in helicopter noise
calcu alions, and thi. has been iolk-wed throughout the present work.

It is c.ite probable thct the use of the point loading approximation is conserva-

tive, :n that it will generally give higher harmonic noise levels than any other chord-

wise .--4ding distribution. The overall sectional lift coefficients used in the present
work :re derived tram Scheiman's 2 1 data, as discussed in Section 4.4.. The data are

the rý _ult of averc ged' pressure readings over the blauie. Examination of raw pressure

data ,s, for instance, sketched in Cox and Lynn's report 3 ), inevitably shows many

loca! "luctuating pressure peaks. These pressure peaks will radiate noise efficiently

at thc high frequencies. Alternatively, tiie peaks would be reflected in an increase

of thc Fourier amplitude coefficients with an increase in frequency in Figure 28.
Watk ns and Du~rlng37 showed a similar effect, in that any part of the blade with a

.'all xding pe:t!ern will also possess high levels of the high Fourier coefficients. It

mi1h, also be noted that the smoothing operations used by Scheiman 2 1 could be a

sour: of consiclarable error in estimating the levels of the harmonic airloads. This
point certainly justifies further study.
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6.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

6.1 OARAMETER STUDY

The *tial requirement in the analysis of the results is to determine the general features
of th..- no-se radiation from the helicopter. Thi3 has been achieved by a thorough study
of tht results using Equation (37P of this report (Computer Program HERON 2). The more
detail -d study of near field and blade motion effects was accomplished by using the
exaci ::omputer program (HERON 1) via Equation (20) of this report.

Acou: ic Effectiveness of Individual Loading Harmoni':s

First .1 all, the effectiveness of the various loading harmonics as sound sources will be
evalu•.ted. Figures 29 and 30 give the sound radiated in various harmonics of a four-
blade otor 6y va-ious loading harmonics. The magnitude of each loading harmonic
(incl. ;ing the steody) has been assumed to be the same, and in each cuse the load has
bppn 1 ýduced to a single point fluctuation force acting at 0.8 of the blade span. The
rotatiý rnl Mach number of this point is 0.5, so that t.,• graph corresponds to a tip Mach
numbz: of 0.625. The magnitude of the thrust component has been assumed to be equal
to 10 imes that of both the drag and outward components of force, which are assumed
to be .-quol. This proportionality is typical of a helicopter rotor. Figure 29 gives
curve. corresponding to a field 'point 10 degrees below the rotor disc, and Figure 30
gives turves for a field point 10 degrees from the rotor axis. The same general features
may b• observed in each of the harmonics plotted. Only a limited range of loading
harmc .ics contributes to each noise harmonic. Take, for ir.:tance, the fourth sound
harmciic (n.- = 4) in Figure 29. Loading harmonics below the eighth can be seen to
produce little noise. Between the e;ghih and twenty-fourth, the sound produced varies
but is )f roughly the same orde. of magnitude, while beyond the twenty-fourth loading
harmc -ic the sound radiation falls away rapidly. Thus, it may be concluded that on a
real hI.licopter rotor, w!.en all loading harmonics can contribute to the observed noise,
loadir j harmonics be:ween the eighth and twenty-fourth must be includej to obtain an
accurcie calculation of the fourth harnionic. This conclusion explains why Schlegel
et al. calculate ,uch low levels for the fourth harmonic in their report 1 2 (see also

igu.-c 12), sin,.e they include only loading harmonics up to the tenth.

This e rect .nay be understood by ref're-ice to Equation (36). There are two basic terms

in thik eq,cation, the JnX and the Jdn+F' .F,! the values of the argument of the Bessel

funct; 'n typical of the helicopte, problem, the J-+, terms w.t; be quite, insignificant

compc,,ed to the Jn-X terms and can be ignored (except roerhaps for the low harmonic

noise)'. Now n =m B where m is the harmonic order and B is the number of blades.
Thus, -s the loading harmonic X increases, the ord',r of the Bessel function n-X will
decrecse, eventually going negative. For example, for m - 4, B = 4; n-X = 6 for
X =C: (the tenth loading harmonic); and n-X -6 for X- 22. The absolute value of a
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Bessel functi )n with a negative order is equal to the value of the Bessel function with a
positive ord•:,. Thus, we expect the results for the X = 10 and 22 cases to be the same
Forlthe fovrtC harmonic case. Inspection of Figure 29 will show this to be so. Indeed
it wilI be ob..,rved that each curve in Figure 29 is symmetrical about X = mB, which
corresponds co X = 16 for the fourth harmonic.

Figure 29 shcwed the sound pressure levels calculated for an elevation of 10 degrees
below the r',or disc plane. Figure 31 illustrates the variation of the sound level at
other elevot. ),s and shows how, as the point of observation is moved away from the
disc plane tc yard the rotor axis, the number of loading harmonics contributing to a
specific accý. stic harmonic is reduced. Indeed, in the limit, immediately under the
rotor disc, o fly the sinqle loading harmonic, X = mB contributes. The effect may again
be understoo:, by reference to Equation (36). The argument of the Bessel function terms
ihcludes the •actor y/-,. Thus, moving away from the rotor disc reduces the magnitude
of tik argumr nt and, hence, the range of effectiveness of the loading harmonics. In
the *limst whci y/r - (0, then only the Jo term has a finite value, equal to unity. The
increase ,in cnplitude of thee loading harmonics on moving toward the rotor axis may also
be anderstoo- by reference to Equation (36). The thrust term, which dominates the
results, is mrnItiplied by x/r. Moving toward the rotor axis gives increasing values of
x//r.and accoints for about a 15-dB increase between the 10-degree and 80-degree
cases. The r -mamning *ncrement comes from the increasing peak magnitude of the lower
order Bessel !unctions. Me fact that sound radiation immediately under the helicopter
fet)r is depe•.Ident on a very limited range of loading harmonics may be of some poten-
tial significa2ice in naval applications. However, it should also be noted that, imme-
d.iafely undei- the helicopter, the refractive effects of the downwash can also be
important.

The key requirement now is to be able to predict which loading harmonics are necessary
for the acousl ic calculation of any given sound harmonic. From considerations or the
basic feature-ý of Bessel functions, it is possible to shaw1 8 that the range of interest of
loading harm nics is roughly

mB (1 -M) <X <omB (1 +M) (67)

where M is t•e rotational Mach number. The accuracy of this equation may be checked
-n Figure 29 ,/here M = 0.5. The equation will be found to be conservative when
appJied to Fi[;.ures 30 and 31 for points removed from the rotor disc. In fact, here the

formula mB (I - My/r) < X < mB (I +My/r) can be used if desired. However, for general-
purpose calct lotions, Equation WC7) is appropriate. Figure 3? shows ti.i effect of rota-
tional Mach -tumber on the noise radiation. It will be observed that the range of
loading harmo rnics which contributes to the noise is substantially increased as Mach
number Incra'ses. Again the effects are as given by Equation (67). Figure 33 gives a
plot' of Equation (67) and may' be used to determine the range of loading harmonics
necessary for :ccurate calculation of any given noise harmonic.
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Figure 34 shows the contribution of the three force components to the overall sound
pressur.. The proportions of components used in this and all the other calculations of
the pa. •meter study are thrust:drag:outward component = 10:1:1. It will be observed
that it, the inefficient region of radiation (well down the shoulders of Figure 29), the
effects cf all three components are about equal .- However, over the efficient radiation
range, dhe thrust term dominates. The substantial movement of the plots `between suc-
ce'ssivw harmonic levels- corresponds to moving past lobes in the sound patterns, as will
be disc issed in more detail later. Note how the thrust and drag terms sho', similar
fluctuctions, but in "antnhase" to the outward component term. Thus, t-, .curve for
overali level which comeirbes the three components shows smaller fluctuations. The
drag t,-n is very inefficie-nt in the central region. This is the effo'.rt of the (n-\)
multip';,er in Equation (36). For most practical purposes, it would appear to be a good
approxmnation to consider the thrust term only. The other terms contribute significantly
onaly d, ectly in the plane of the- rowor disc and in the inefficient radiation region; for
instant ;, the steady loadirin contributions at low rotational Mach numbers.

Combir ation of Loading Harmonics

All th. data presented so far apply to the effects of a single loading harmonic. In
reality, the observed noise at any point results from the sum of the effects of all har-
monics As was discussed in Section 5.2, the sums of the squares of the contributions
of the 'ndividual loading harmonics must be taken for a realistic result. The key effect
in this summation is the comparative magnitude of the loading harmonics. 'This problem
was di-:u.,sed in Section 4, and it was shown how a harmonic inverse power law approxi-
mation seerned to be the most accurate. In order to study the effects of various har-
monic ýoading laws, Figure 35 has been prepared. The figure corresponds to a summa-
tion o" the results like those presented in Figure 29 with an appropriate weighting
accordIng to the harmonic loading inverse power law applied. The first 60 loading
harmor,;cs ar.. summed for each point. The results apply 10 degrees below the disc of a
four-blade rotoe.

Figure 35a gives Ahe results of the zeroth pow;.r law case, which corresponds to the
direct summation of all the harmonic levels with equal weighting. Note how the noise
is predicted .o go up with harmonic order, actually risins at 6 dB per doubling of order.
This rn.:,y be c'.mpared with Loewy can Sutton's r. silts,l0,11 where their input of what

was es-entially a zeroth harmonic power loading luw gave rapidly decreasing sound har-
monicE. Although this must be partially due to the limited range of Input harmonics
(0-20), it is thought that their results also strongly suggest an undetected computational
error. Note that, because of the :imited number (60) of loading harmonics used, the

,iesenr calculation loses accuracy cbove a sufficiently high sound harmonic. Referring
to Fig,,-re 33, it may be predicted t'iat accuracy will be lost beyond about the eighth,
ninth *ind tenth harmonics for M = 1 .0, 0.75, and 0.5, respectively. Figure 35a shows
how t.-,s is indeed true. The effect of Mach number is also shown i1 Figure 35a. It will
be obsirved that the effect of Mach number is small for this zeroth power case. T.is Is
consis>•nt with the effects noted in Figure 32, where increase in ;-ach number gavw an
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* -'Oic loa. ding poin#hin Fioir- '32 result from týhe -rticvlor phasin; used in the cal-

Oti~is arts nq Ita. general rn~ t.

Figtres 3WI 5 -to 35d give the reswlts of assuming ether lcading harmonic power
)ak. . .. gih'carse the toqding armonics have been derived from the zerooth by using

atprop po ioteninverse par lrw, cs shown, (The first and zerot-+, loading hormonics
IlwQ•. have 'I igni~tule.), in each figuro, the result for steaody loajding only is olso

. . JThis rloy be c-onsiered -as the result f-r the minus infinity power law for loading
hormonics, -The inverse first power law case is shown in figure 35b. For M = 0.5
and 0.75; t result is very cosly a constant sound le.el for all harmonics. This would
" Co-:�I~n-_. o�...-•y-plsive ianajr•i type-of nqe. For M=1 .0, the sound rises with
frequerncy. - •l.,.e r it .:,i-- be observed tht the effect -of the steady iooadng oaone
giveis irtuvcy .II -ht -bserved effects. Thus, it oppears that the observed levels in
"Figire 35b at M: 1 .0 are Wsically due to steady ioading effects, with fluctuating

"- nr . F e 35c sho•ws the inverse squre law loading results.
H-re- te •,ryer ;rop off more rupidty with increose in sound har.monic. IP ray be
ob"erved t+sp €_hanoe of rotational /Mch number is starting to hove a more significant
eff•ct. Also, it can be seer. that the M = 0.75 case 4s governed by the steady loading
for the f;rst i've h nrs, and only above this is +ere any significont effect of the
fluctuoting loads. It mny be noted that, because of the markedly reduced effect of the
high er 'oding harmonics in t+is inverse square loading law, the ir'occurocies introduced
by the limitation to60 loading harmonics disappear, and Figure 35b is probably
accurate out to the sixteenth sound harmcnic. The inverse third poMwer iaw results given
in Figure 35d show all ;hcse effects to ar even greater degree, with the steady
loading doisina"tng the M = 0.75 cese out to Qiout the twelft harmonic ond the
M = 0.5 case out to the fourth.

All these results applied to the ,cse IC degrees be!ow the rotor d~sc, which is one of
the ::r,.Pcl directions of interest from the detectability point ot view.. The same
general effects occur in oil directions u:& the helicopter, 6ut niaturali. detail changes
co OcCur, Figure 36 shows 1he effects 10 dergees froan the rotor axis. In. this positicn,
lte erfect of t!e steaod looding is extremely s..oll at all Mach numbers. indeed, the
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fol lw th~s law closely. -HoweVer, 'there is no baoic, tre~nd dve, to loadin~ Rmais
ony given froqu.ency observable in Figure 29, apart from~ the limit in'tho ncurjnbe tht-o±
contribute. As suggested by Equation (67), the loading harmonics conotrib te oer-the -

range m• (I -M) <X <mB (1 +M). Furthermore, souLd intensity is proportional to
loading squared, and, ,hua, iF the 1oadin-9 borrnoiics follow cn-Inverse kth pzwer low,
the c:guments above suggest that the ocouitic intersity follows the low given by

f B(1 M) _k

p2 .- mBM *4, X

_m am

That is, p~ - rB) 7 ' +M { ) I -Z v _Wh2k}

Thus, the predicted sound power k ,w variation with hanic nuniar is ÷2, 0, -2, -4
for loading power laws of 0, 1, 2, 3, respe4tively. These laws agee virtually exactly
"with the results shown in Figure 36. The expression for dependence on Much number
shown above is not universal and ementially applies only in the plane of the disc.
The law reduces to an M2 law for the zeroth power loading, and this can also be shown
to hold near tht rotor axis for all loading laws. This M2 law can be obsevecd in
Figque 36. (Note that this is based on constant thrust.) The results shown in Figure
35 also show the some trends. At a sufficiently high sound harmonic number
the curves 'ollow the harmonic low stated above. At a lower sound harmonic dependent
on tbe loading law and rotational •Mch ntmber, the effects of these laws are overcome
by the :ontributior, of the steady loading. The effect of rotational /Mch number in
Fioure 35 can also stam to follow broadly the law given in Equation (68), beyond
the oange where the Oteody loading effects are significant. Thus, the equation CIO-_s

give an approximate indication of the effects of rotational Mach nj•nber on the higher
harmonics of the noise.

However, the most important use of these laws given in Equation 168) is in prediction
of the higher sound harmonics, whicl cannot be readily calculated on a computer.
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Using Equatic- 168), predicted sound levels can be extapolated with confidence to
the highest he. rnonics Furthermore, this suggests that it will be quite accurate to
determine the basic blade loading power laws from the acoustic spectrum. In either
case, the corn lation length discussed in Section 5 must be included. Nevertheless,
from the~e cor iderations it does appear feasible to predict the amplitude of the higker
harmonic blac loadings from a measurement of the radiated sound signal.

It is of particL ar interest to cmpare the predict;ons made above with experimental
data trends. 5 1gures 5 through 7 ga'.,-; i. ;zults from Stuckey and Goddard's work, 5 and
were discussecd in Section 2.1. It wus shown how at low tip Mach numbers the first
harmonic eve's were lower than the fluctuating loads, while for high tip Mach numbers
the contributit:n at the lower sound harmonics was greatly increased. Essentially the
same effects c-e shown here. Figure 35 clearly shows the increased significance of the
steady loadin§ as tip Mach numbc, ;ncreases. Because of this, the first few harmonics
can be seen tc rise at a far faster rate wi'i Mach number than the high harmonics. As
mentioned in Section 2.1, theory suggests that the fist harmonic levels rise according
to a M2 B law, and this was shown to be broadly consistent with the data trends of
Figure 6. Equzation (68) suggests an M2 law for the high harmoni(.o, since Goddard
and Stuckey's data correspond to a fairly rough running case. Again this M2 law was
ol:erved in thLŽ2 data of Figure 7. Thus, the basic trends established by the parameter
study are reflected in the experimental data.

The effect of blade number B may also be studied via Equation (68). As the loading
inverse power law varies through k = 0, 1, 2, 3, the suggested overall acoustic power
trenrc is thro, c B2, B, , B-2 , B-4 . Thus, the equation suggests that during blade slap
conditions when k k- 0 or 1, the sound power will go up with an increase in blade
number, whi c under more normal flight conditions, where k , 2, the sound power will
go down with '.lade number. Although these arguments do not apply to the first few har-
monks of the .ound, these harmonics are not too important subjectively. Thus it ap-
pears that an increase in blade number will reduce the noise radiation under normal
fli~jht conditic-is. This is consistent with the considerably lower "vortex" noise levels
predicted by zchlegel fo, a five- and six-blade rotor, compared to Davidson and
Hargest's resui)s 4 for a three-blade rotor. However, the equations also suggest that if
a multiblade r,tor gets into blade slap or rough running conditions, much more noise
will be radiated. This, in turn, suggests that multiblade rotors will not be advantageous
on tandem hel copters. Little data on this point are available.

Forward SpeecJ Effects

The effect of f.•rward velocity was discussed in Section 3.5. It is clearly of consider-
able -interest t., study the effects of this.velocity on the radiated sound, and Figures 37
through 39 giv? some computed results. The calculations were made using the basic
transfornation discussed in Section 3.5. Those transfnrmations were based nn the re-
tarded time pc-ition of the helicopter; that is, the position of the helicopter when it
emitted the so :nd. The results shown in Figures 37 through 39 are based on the actual
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po.i -on of the helic'pter when the sound is observec. This requires an additional
tat ýrormfton, .hich esscntiaiHy is that foliowed by Garrick and Watkins1 6 and
Loe :y and Sutton. 10, 11

Fig, T es 37 through 39 again apply to tie basic case of a single point loading with
rotc ional Mach number M. for a four-blade helicopter rotor, with the observer 10
dec.'. d -,es below the rotor disc. For zero torward speed, the sound field is completely
syri -etrical around the rotor (at least under the random phase assumptions made here.)
Ho i.:-ver, for the case of' forward speed, more sound is radiated forward than aft. Thus

th,. •sults include both the forward and aft radiation cases. The key factor in the
thec.Ey is (1 - Mo) where Mor is the :omponent of the hub convection Mach number in
the Jirection of toke observer. Thus, when the helicopter is flying toward or away from
the Dbserver, the raximuum effect is observed; when the helicopter is flying at right
angles to the observers' line of sight, the convection Mach number component is
neg'igible. In Figures 37 through 39, both forward and aft rodiation cases are given,
togt her with the zero velocity condition which, thus, also corresponds to the side-
way': radiation. As before, the effect of s.eady loading only is given in each case as
a re erence.

In cich case, the forward radiation is higher than the aft. For the zeroth loading law
(Fi3,jres 37a through 39a), little change is noticeable, but for the steady loading alone,
the •orwarz velocity has a s,,bstantial effect. For the 0. 125 forward Mach number in
Figt re 37, the sound due ro the steady loading alone is increased by around 20 dB in
the 'orward direction compared to the aft. Plots of the other loading law cases in
FigLre 37 -how that in each the sound is increased in the forward and reduced in the
aft iJirections. Pz'ý!s for other rotational and forward Mach number cases in Figures
37 tirough 39 show the same general effects. The higher harmonics due to steady
loacing alone are increased by over 50 dB forward compared to aft in Figure 38.
Fig,.-:es 37 through 39 are the results for the integrcted load'ngs under various power
tlow. , It is of interest to study the individual harmonic effects, and a typical plot is
sho.,n in Figure 40. It can be seen that for the forward cases a larger range of
harr-onics contributes than for the aft radiation cases. Figure 40 also~shows how the

* effc:t of velocity onf the first order (steady) loading harmonic is considerably greater
thc' on, say the sixteenth.

The :ffects of forward velocity noted on both Figures 37 t!1rough 39 and on Figure 40
are ery similar to the effects observed simply due to change in rotational Mach number
(cor pore with Figures 35 and 32). This suggests that it may be possible to estimate the
ef.'K• :r, of forward velocity simply by choosing an effective rotational Mach number for
the "orward speedcase. That this is so can be seen from a study of the basic Equation
(36) as modifieJ by the (1 - Mor) term suggested in Section 3.5. The argument of the
Bescl function terms is rMy/i(1 - Mor). Now n =mB i! the sound harmonic numbei

and Is unaffected by forward speed. Necr the plane of ihe disc, both y and r are
incr:•a-ed, by a roughly equal amount, due to the effects of the retarded position of
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the helicocter. Their effects therefore cancel. Thus, if an effective rotational
Mach nuirr:er M, is itoken such that Me ` M/1 - Mar, then the effects of forwaod speed

on ihe Beý.el function term ore simulated. This Bessel function term is the most impor-
tant singit term in the results. It governs the overall harmonic efficiencies which are
,hown grc:iAically in Figures 29 and 40. This effective Mach number approximaticn
takes care of this teim. Further study of the equation3 shows that both the drag and the
outward fcrce component terms are correctly approximated by this method. However,
the th st lerm is in error by a factor (1 -M ) and will be too high by this amount in
the effect've Mach number approx;mation. 0 infortunately, as has already ueen shown.
the thrust term dominates the sound field. Howeverthe error is quite small for typical
helicoptei cases, of the order of 1 dB near the plane of the disc for a forward Mach
number of 0.125, and about 2 dB for 0.25. It may be concluded that this effective ro-
tational Mach number approximation is a useful tool for the study of forward velocity
effects.

F.igure 41 Ehows the effectiveness of the approximation. A forward Mach number case
of 0.25 on top of an actual rotational Mach number of 0.75 is compared to the case of
rotational Mach number of 1 0. Since the field point is near the plane of the disc,
M W 0.75/1-0.25 aj 1.0. Figure 41 shows good agreement between the more exact
, e

and the app;oximý,ted solution.

It should 'e noted that the M is the component of the convection Mach number M
or 0

in the dircýction of tOe observer. It is thus positive in the forwe.d direction, having a
maximum in the plane of the disc equal to +M . Moving the observation point around0

the helicnpter will reduceM , and it is zero at the side of, or immediately beneath,
or

the rotor. In the afe directionM becores negative, reading a minimum of -M in
or a

the plane of the disc. Thus,the prese"• results for forward velocity, and the approximate
rule, exFiain one of the frequently observed effects in helicopter noise - that the heli-copter hc- a harsh popping sound on approach, but a very moderate thumping sound as
it receder . This can be altributed directly to the increased effectiveness of the higher
harmonic, in front of the helicopter compared to behind. It will bf. observed that
'Fimure 3E predicts a 10-dB difference if an inverse square loading law is assumed. Un-
fortunate'y, no published data for direct comparison with thls prediction are available.

.Directio, ality Fatterns

The next major point to be discussed is directionality. Clearly,the direction in which
.the soun6 radiates is of key importance in determining its signlficance. Some of the
effects have already been noted, for instance in Figure 31, but the problem justifies
.a closer -tudy. Note: first of ill, Onat, under the randomizing approximations used in
this report, no variation ir, sound pres~uie around the azimuth occurs. Little variation
is actualy observed in practice. The small differences in sound pressure measured
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Individual compar [so of the plots in Figure 42 shows that oal! t-he thrus't terMs go. toL ;ero

in the plane of rotor disc. This is the effect of the x/l term on th. thrust ýn f-quation (36),

anvd -=0 at the rotor disc. Nate also that all harmonics of all force components go to

zero at the rotor axis except for one cone. That is the thrust component for mB-X - 0,

which has a maximum there. Thvs~only the single loading mode X mnB contributes
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immeciat ,7y under the helicopter. This was also observed in Figure 31. The drag terms
shown *n Figure 42 have the opposite effect. All mB -X - 0 cases are virtually zero.
this can' caso be seen in Figure 34. This occurs because of the mB - X multiplication
factor ir 'i'e drag term of Equation (36). Note that there is also an mB + X term.which
does not -,j to zero, but this is so small as to be negligible in virtually all cases. Also,
it', relativ 2 magnitude is a function of mB and X !ýparately rather than the single term
oB - X. Tus, .-o case corresponding to mB - X 0 Kis been plotted on Figure 42 for
the drag czmponent. The mB- X multiplication factor has another effect. When X is
greater th: mB, it goes negative. The amplitude of the negative cases is the same as
the equivw:. ent positive case, but the phase has been shifted 180 degrees with respect
to the thrt-,t. Hence, the drag terms add to the thrust terms below the rotor for positive
mB - X on(. subtract for negative. Since the thrust is dominant, the effect- is of little
practical ; rportance, b.t this does explain the small asymmetrik.. near the plane of the
rotor disc n Figure 43, to be discussed later. The same general effects can be observed
on the out,.iard components of force terms. These terms become significant slightly
nearer the -ctor axis thar, the thrust and drag terms for any given harmonic. Note that
all the zer;,'s in the thrust and drag terms are matched by maxima in the outward
terms, an6i vice versa. This ;s due to the outward terms containing the differential of
the Bessel unction term used in the thrust and drag expressions.

Figure 43 ýives the result of the summation of the three terms for each loading harmonic
on the asst iption that the thrust to drag to outward components are in the ratio 10:1:1,
consistent ,ith the previous results. Figure 43 must be plotted in two quadrants because
of the 'asyrnmetry in the final result. As discussed above, thrust and drag add in the
downward c-nd subtract in the upward quadrant for mB - X > 1. For mB - X < 1,the posi-
tion is reve -sed. The figures should be inverted for this case. The thrust dominates the
rsults for nie total case, as can be seen by comoarison of Figures 42 and 43. The drag
and outwa:,- component terms are only significant in the immediate vicinity of the
plune of th disc. Figure 34 shows that even 10 degrees from the plane of the disc
th.e tnrust ci- dominant. An additional effect is that the overall plots do not go to zero
bethveen Ic es as in the dose of the irndividual components. Since the outward compo-
nents are o-, of phase they do contribute there. These valleys of the lobes are shown
only apprc --imatelv in Figure 43.

The lobed t;und patterns given in Figures 42 and 43 are basically idealizations and ore
unlikely to ý.ccur in practice for two reasons. First, the random effets discussed before
will rarely illow such an ordered pattern to occur. Second, and far more important,
the observes sound level is, of course, the sum of the contributions from all loading har-
monics. Thzv effects of any one harmonic will usually be lost in the overall pattern.
Figure 44 geves a typical overall pattern for various sound harmonics. It is based on an
assumed 2." inverse power law for the loading harmonics, with realistic inputs which
will be discussed in more detail later.
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number of 0. 125 (Figure 44b6 the difference between the forward and affradiqtion

amounts to obiout 5 dB for both the first horr~onic. and for the- bite r hainmonicsbt--
up to 10 dB for the second and third. At a forward Mach number of-9.2&,Fiure.4Ac) - ?

the corresponding figures o-e 10 dB and 20 dBrespectively. -For barmonics hijwa.

than the tenth (not shown here),the differences are slighty less.

Necr-Field Effects

A limited numbea of cases have been invest;gted in order to estimate the ord•r of m0g0

nitude of near-field effects, Figure 45 shows the polar distributicn of the-first har ]G'

sound radiated by a hovering four-bladoe rotor represented by single Aft and drag forcnj

acting at the 80-pwrcent-radius point. The radiation is in a pla•e normat to -he rotor
disc. The actual levels have been normalized to an arbitrary referenM, sinJcehe wo
cases were computed at distances of 1 diameter and 25 diometers from the rotor.

* -Spherical spreading corrections have been applied in order to illustrate the direct
effects of the near-4ield terms. In foct,the far-field results (25 diamnette) ograe•..with
those calculated using Gutin's equation to within a fraction of a dB at all pointswwhIch

"- verifies the accuracy of the program. At I diameter it can be seen that the bggest

influence of the near-field effects occur a•bove the rotor,&athoogh the absoluteleovels

ore still sighttly less than those which occur below the rotor. It seems that in oc4ltlon
to smoothing out the lobes the neor-fleod presreos ore more evenly distributed abOt
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the rotor ;:ane than is the radiated sound. In this case, the maximum amplo;'cotion in
the near iield occurs 10 degrees above the disc and is equal to 27 dB. This corresponds
to the pc¢ition where the thrust and drag components cancel in the radiation fieid.
However, bLlow the disc the maximum difference is approximately 4 dB. Thk smooth-
ing out c- the dips in the radiated sound by near-field effects was also shown by Loewy
and Sutt.' 10, 11 However, it should be noted that the far-field lobe structure will
theoreticdlly occur sufficiently far from the rotor. In practice,the lobes may not be
observed becj.s. of ottmospheric cfects, but any observed smoothing in the far-field
wilf not 'e due to near-field effects.

Possibly -f more interest than these particular results for n distance of 1 diameter are
those prelented in Figure 46, which illustrate the decay of the near-field effects with
increasiri- distance for the first three harmonics. Three curves ore shown in each case.
The first s the radiation fieldwhlch can be seen to decay at 6 dB per distance
'doubling. The second includes geometric near-field effects; i.e., the effects caused
by the special distribution of the source at distances of the order of the extent of the

,source. The third includes both geometric and acoustic near-field effects, where the
-latter arc given by Equation (52). It should be noted that the acoustic near field
effects attually mitigate some of the effects of source geometry for the first two har-
';•onics, r ýducing the omrplitude of the first by some 3 dB at a distance of 1 diameter.
The most significant finding is that the near-field is of little importance at distances
greater tt:an 2 diameters from the rotor.. This is in disagreement with. the suggestions
"of Loewy and Sutton, 10, 11 that the near-field may k-' significant at distances as great
as 100 di;-meters.

Blade Mcion Effects

The dire- - effects of blade vibration on the noi:e field were examined by computing
the sound! field of a rotor with steady loading but with 20 realistic harmonics of flop-
ping. Tk.L analysis presented in Appendix I indicates that the maximum influence of
blade mo!ion will be found in the close vicinity of the rotor, so the sound was calcu-
kated at c- distance of 1 diameter at 10-degie intervals from directly above to
directly Lelow the rotor. Th,'. only noticeable effect of the blade excitations was
found witji.n 10 degrees of the rotor axis where the amplitude of the first and second
sound hor ionics was increased by approximately 2 dB. However, since the absolute

level was close to zero dB (re: 0.0002 dyne/cm2 ), ths is of no practical significance.
Elsewherr , the effect of the flapping motion was negligible, of the order of 0. 1 dB in
all harmon'ics up to the fourth. Consequently, it is concluded that blade motion has no
acoustic c.ffect of practical importance, and no further studies of motion effects were
made.

Accuracy of Computation Methods

Some of tQe precautions necessary to ensure accuracy were discussed in Section 5.0.
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In addition,the accuracy of the computer programs has been verified by comparison
witf previous work and wh cach other. The numerical method (HERON 1) and the
anclytical method (HERON 2) agreed with each other and with Gutin's equation
for the case of steady blade loading. The actual comparisons are shown in Figure 45.
The slight differences between the computed figures and the Gutin curve can probably
be tftributed to errors in the latter which was hand calculated, using tables of Bessel
funr-tions. The two programs agreed with each other in all cases where valid compari- 4

son could be made, namely, in the far-field.

The problems of simulating a continuous aerodynamic pressure distribution by a number
of point loads foi the ourposes of acoustic calculations were discussed in Section 5.2.
In order to ex imine the magnitudes of possible errors, a series of cases were computed
whizh clearly, illustrated the importunce of the phase relationships between the various
loaoding harmonics. Using realistic harmonic load data, with definite phase relation-
ships between the harmonics, the distributed loads were represented by 1, 2, 5, 10
and 20 radial loading points. It was found, as may be expected, that the results
varied somewhat and that the differences increased with acoustic harmonic number.
In c•eneral, there was little difference in the results for 10 or 20 load points (less
than a dB or so for frequencies up to the 10th sound harmonic); a slightldifference
bet' /een 10 and 5 (typicah, up to 2 dB); but very great differences among 5, 2, and
1. At the higher frequenciesfor example, differences of more than 20 dB were
fourd.

In S ction 5.2 it was shown that the large differences are to be expected for definite
loac6 phasing patterns, but that these differences are illusory. It was also suggested
that the assumption of randomized ohasing of the spanwise loads removedithe phase
sens:tivity of the acoustic field. Accordinglya computer program was modified to
calculate the effective load distributions defined by Equation (55) and to use the
space correlation concepts reflected in Equations (57)and (59) to calculate the
sound generated by a variety of loading points. A thrust of 10,000 lbs was assumed
with a ratio thrust: drag: outward component of 10:1:1, as before. The value chosen
for the correlation parameter a was 3/3,so that the asymptotic form for'the overall
effective loading (see Equation (55)) was FE- = FC/X-, where F• is the total

X-hcrmonic force amplitude acting on the blade. The particular value of the correla-
tion parameter chosen above was somewhat arbitrary, although an examination of the
blade loading distributions shown in Figures 17 and 18 Fuggests a number of this order.
A more realistic value could only be obtained through experimental measurement of
correlation patterns over a blade in flight or through a comprehensive comparison of
theoretical and experimental sound measurements. A second inverse power law was
chosen for the harmonic loading amplitude, in accordance with Equations (50) and
(53). The results of this test are summarized in Figure 47, where the sound harmonics
calculated for 1, 5, and 10 loading points are compared. Although the first harmonic
levels for the 10 loading point case were not obtained, it is clear that the differences
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are small, the maxi.num discrepancy being less than 2 dB. However, the most striking
feature of these results is that the errors now occur at low frequencies, as opposed to
the higE frequencies encountered previously. At the higher frequencies all three dis-
tributiois lead to the same results. All the present calculations have used this random
phase assumption with a single point loading. Flgure 47 shows that errors introduced
by this are small.

6.2 THE THEORY IN PRACTICE

The abc-re parameter study has given a considerable amount of information on the basic
trends •which con be observed in the results. It was also shown that thegeneral trends
predict.-d by the theory were in agreement with the trends observed in available experi-
mental data. It is thus worthwhile to compare theory and experiment more closely and
to attem.pt to develop a prediction technique for helicopter rotor noise cal:ulation.

Compar;son of Theory and Experiment

As was rtoted. in Section 2. 1, very little reliable experimental data on helicopter noise
are avciable. Consequently it has not been possible to perform a detailed comparison
of the theoretical and experimental results. Results of a comparison in a hover case
are shoa.n in Figure 12a, which gives data (and also tIkeory) from Schlegel et al. 12 It
can be seen that fairly good agreement is achieved, at least for the first three har-
monics. The fourth harmonic is a little low. The theoretical results shown in Figure
1?a are the result of the 60 loading harmonics, randomized inverse 2.5 law discussed
in Section 6.1. it will be observed that these levels are significantly higher than

SSchlegel's theory. This is due simply to the inclusion of a higher number of loading
harmonics in the present calculations. Figure 33 shows that for the present case
(mB = 16, M = 0.5) to up to 24 loading harmonics are required for accurate calcula-
tions. Schlegel et al used Scheiman's data 21 which are limited to the first 10
loading harmonics.

A further comparison of the present calculations and Schlegel's resilts is given
in Figure 48. This applies to the same S-58 (H-34) helicopter in level flight at a
velocit-, of 40 kts. This case was chosen to correspond to a flight condition reported
by Scheimon 2 1 for which loading data were available. For this comparison, Scheimon's
data were also used in the present program. For this reason,,accuracy cannot be
expected in the fourth harmonic case. Agreement between theory and experiment i-
fair for the first and second harmor:c, but it falls off rapidly at the third and fourth as
expected. It will be observed that cnly fair agreement with Schlegel's theoretical
results is obtained. The maximum differences occur at maximum helicopter range,
that is, necr the plane of the rotor disc, and reach above 10 dB for the fourth harmonic.
These differences are due to slight differences in theory. The present program Included
both th i radial force components which arise through the coning angle and forward
speed effects. 'These corrections are expected to cause differences near the disc
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p ane. It may be noted that other check calculations run during the present study for
simple cases showed good agreement between Skchlegel's theory and th. present one.

Figure 48 also shows the differences in the sound radiated to port and starboard of the
hfclicopter. This difference is a function of the phasing of the blade lo'ads only and
cain shows the sensitivity of the acoustic field to the loading phase. Differences of
o -er 20 dB may be observed. Whether such differences wou!d be measured in practice
is debatable. Better definition of the harmonic loads would undoubtedly remove most
o& the bigger differenceis from the results.

It was shown in Section 5.2 that ha:,nonic blade loads may be assumed to vary in-
v..rsely as the 2.5th power of hart :inic number. Using this approximation and a single
Irding point (as justified by the findin!,s repor'ed in this Section 6. 1), the rotational
noise spectrum for ';-e B-311 UH-1 helicopter has bec caslculated for comparison with
available measurements. 3 , ' 'he randomized phase as,•.npt;on was useW (Section 5.2),
arnd 60 Joadinq .armonics were included. The comparison is shown in Figure 49. The
eyperimental data were obtained on three separate occasions under ver, different con-
diqons and show remarkable consistency. Because of uncertainties regarding the over-
aII levels, they have been normalized on the basis of power in the third and h'.'ger
harmonics. This step reduces the probability of error due to the luw-frequency
response of the microphohres and tape r-cc_•:.rs which is certainly poor at the funda-
ma!nta! frequency (around 12 Hz). A:though for this reason nothing can be said about
overall levels; the agreement, insofar as spectral shape is concerned, Is goad up to
the thirtieth harmonic.

* .7
Fi,,ures 50 and 51 show some further experimental data obtained by Wyle Laboratories

for a twin-rotor helicopter, the CH-47B Chinook. No harmonic blade loading data are
available for this aircraft, so that no computations could be made for comparison. How-
ever, in both figures, the slope of the fitted line is approximately -20 dB per decade at
,i- inverse second power law. When the simplified relationship between the loading
and acoustic power laws given in Section 6.1 is used, namely

p2 -, mB(2 - 2 k)

it can be assumed that for the Chinook the loading power exponent is 1.5,as opposed
to 2.0 for the UH-1 and H-34 (ignoring the correlation effect which adds a further
0.5). This rise in higher harmonic loading levels is almost certainly due to the over-
laop of the two rotors which causes one to pass through the wake of the other. The
undesirability of overlapping rotors from the standpoint of noise is thus fairly clear.

Two further points regarding Figures 50 and 51 should be mentioned, The first is that
Fijure 50compares internal and external noiseand,although detail differences are
sicn ificant,the trends are obviously similar The second is that one case plotted in
Fiajure 51 is the analysis of a recording of moderate blade slap. The main difference
bf.een these points and the second set of data (which was recorded a few seconds
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AIhg4Px y- c.onDprisons at. throry ond X ~pirnenr are sotnewna~T iru rni~et~y du enýd

to W~Ppof :*. bcýsic-theorehicol re~svlts. More importcnttiy~rhey show thlat the ½ack Of

- -' * -Prediction Methlods for eýt04 PNy'5

Thi s~4, lk ze~cvs wo"kor the subject, his ',cown that methods for the caicuic-

tion oif hek~cowe-tr rotor noise require exsTensive numerical calculation-s which con b>-

-pwfcomeo only- on a dig9iro c-ourpute~r. Furthermore, the accuraGcy which can be

Wte~i~+.a h comparisons2 of theo-ry and experiment described above,it is con-

- cted that. ter ios realistic approach ai the present time is to make use of the assumnp-
-tin_\f-roqrdotytloQ$ loadjog phase. This gives results which cre at lec-st as accutrate

is m~u dswi~cb ma~ke vse of iknawn phcse relotionships, if not more so. It also offers
-~ - ± tliqdvaifltpg otincjzcinwith the power law ouv4JnptiOfl for estimation of

hon~Looading -ittsi it con be used to calculate high sound h armnics. In addi-
* .-- otio~ hq5 been shown. hat ol*.otit the forward velocity of the helicopter has an

1ImOcrtutnt efkot- 00 lie rocdiatea rotor noise, it con be aecounted for with reasonable
_ ;QCCr by busjng tHie concept of an "'effective Mach number"

*- Conseqventlyo set of tentative d esi gn cncsts has been prepared which enables the
Rsu e. ied of a =on 10 be calculated for any conditoso tayfit hs

chartsaOtt presened as port of Appendix Wl, where the detailed instructions for their
u. sesmayoci~obe found. A review of the underlying theory is included. With carefi;l
use of these chorts, a f"w simple hand cilculations will yield any reasonable number

-of rotationall noise harmonics, at any point in the for field of the rotor, to within 266

of tEe accuracy obtained by compu'es. The experimental comparison discussed above
suggests that, although the design charts may be in error for the overall levels,they
should give the parameter trends quite accurately. T-he charts should, therefore, be
usehA! tools fcr diesign trade-off studies.
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6.3 METHODS FOR REDUCING THE NOISE OUTPUT

The esults of the last section show fair agreement between the present theory and avail-
able data. It is therefore of interest to suggest methods for reducing the sound output
of t! e helicopter rotor. By no means have all the points made in the theory been
veriIied, but it is thought that the basic trends should be correct.

The rost useful data from the noise control viewpoint were presented in Figures 2 and
3. It was shown how the sound radiated by the helicopter rose substantially at both
high and low values of collective pitch, due to still and wake interactions,respectively.
It therefore appears worthwhile to attempt to define optimum collective pitch settings

.- for r-inimum noise.. As far as is known, little. work has been accomplished on this.
Nott, particularly that some of the results shown' on Figures 6 ao.d 7 are as much as
10 d3 lower than expected. It seems quite possible that this is a real effect due to
colL.ctive p*tch variations.

The 3asic mechanism underlying the effect of collective pitch is, the displacement
of tHe shed vortex wake as far as possible beneath the oncoming blade, so that har-
monic airloads are substantially reduced. Any effect which achieves greater wake
disp'acement, less vortex strength, or less blade load response to the fluctuating
aerodynamic input will reduce the noise. Work on increasing the size of the vortex
and thus rcducing its peak velocity was reported by Sternfeld et al .,38 and this has
considerabie potential for noise reduction purposes.

It should be noted that collective pitch is the important parameter for optimization
based on the operation of a particular rotor. For a given rotor producing a given
amo.Jnt of thrust, the downward velocity of the wakes is essentially constant,so that
the 'ertical distance between a blade and the vortex trailing from the tip of the
previous blade ;s increased b/ reducing the tip speed. To do this, of course, collec-
tive pitch must be increased. Beyond a certain limit the blade stalls,causing the
incrz-ase in noise which has been noted. The tip speed thus affects noise in two ways:
thro.jgh the direct effects of Mach numbers and through the blade/wake spacing.

Anc 1her step which would appear to be beneficial is to increase the number of blades.
The trailing vortex from each blade would be of less strength; but, more importantly, if
the -lades were sufficientiy close together, the wake would not have had time to roll
up. Results on wing).39 suggest thal a distance of the order of one-half the span is
reqý red for vortex tollup to occur. It appears that if each blade was close enough to
the preceding one, ro!lup effects would be averted. Indeed it can be seen that for
ver,; closely spaced blades, the wakes would be affected more by their neighbors than
by ihemselves, and rollup might be substantially delayed. Possibly this isa partial
explanation of Schlegel et al's results, 12 (Equation (4)), which implied 7.5 dB less

,v tex noise radiation from five- and six-blade rotors than D..vidson and Hargest's
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-d'•I-e• t ~disctsed op-gue 72Z shows how the higseu horronnis ore ircrensed irn
!-- of•• .cse Fo.•rmzy -enerel viewpoint, it nlght be possible to design a quitter

_tar . em' th r he-licopter-if the vortex interactions, whicin ore the major noise producers,
dc be o . Simnzede While at the same time allowin g sufficient rotor septrstion to

~ tQ 4iffule. 14owever, this seems to pose a difficiwlt desijn problem. It
me that rinteM;tionm s of the mom rotor with tile fuselage and the tali

:otqj ton a fs be e ndesiowbte acon ticdly because of the locol blade louding incre-
ii "• ti-tey. produce. Indeed, -it hould be possible also to reduce the noise rod jited
oy tb il Fotlr by Minimizing interc.tion effects d3e to the main-d rotor, It is fairly

`Pmightfor-waLd, to minimize these interactions by design if 6tsired.

An citerrotive woy of rrninmizing woke Interoct ions is io use hi -lift airfoil sections
o~en 't�hej std~ Suh rotoars will tend to direct the wake wel oweny frsrno s'iCceedint

S.... " hi wer th e ts ve~ocuty.n higher}ahruonic air sioads and sound sup nd otts ,lgneralf
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4fdch deviees is tiverf ore, inisicated.

",h. theory pso indicates that noise output is proportionl to the product of thrust (and
disc toding . Since the thrust is not a de-sign variable, the rotor diameters should be
as great as posible for minimum asoiseo

1 it has also been shown that the sound radiation thecoretically r;5ei as the sq~uare of the
seed. Unfortunatel, even a red 76ction from 700 to 500 fps in tip sa' wi ive

only a redutction of about 3 d8 accordingQ to thnis trend. Or, ttne other hand, it has
been denonstrgted that the sound output at the lowest frequency is pro~rtionol to a
high~ power of the tip velocity. Although this first harmonic sound output is trni, of
limnited significance in the far-filald, it can be mote importan' in the internal nois*

* field, because of potential im'creases in subjective response at high levels due tc
various forms of .zoupling through structural vibrations. Perticularly for high blade
noubmr i I is pro~baby wellI worthwhi le to adopt a mir. imal tip speed far noise control .
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definhte t-.inimumr just above the plane of the disc is predicted. -It nwy be pi1o
dessgn or fly c helicopter so that this minimum occurs at the field position where
msninmur no-ise is desired, It shov.id be particu1.~rly noted however that thi!ý mnti i'rni
has not been cconfirmed experl-entolly.

It would seem well worthwhile to eform. detniled (psibly 5=ie model) experb a*s
to study some of these noise control methods. The experiments should be dalibr~terly
designed to cover cases outside nortrml operating ranges so that the trend.s can be weU"
defined. Such experiments could be of considerable volue ;n redwcing h_eiicopter rotor
noise rodicaton.

The major design requiremnents for minimum noise con be summarized os follows:

a Low tipspeed

a Large number of blades

a Low disc loading

* Large blade chord

* Minimum interference with rotor flow
Ir

I Any feat-ures which wifl reduce the high frequency airlo•d fluctuotions.
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS

.. ~- The re'Wnf *#prh h~s i.u-coverea tMany new jat-.cipzc i the study of heti-~
•o rtoirt noise. in order to c te<orze the rWUI ,,-l b rO•.j...

3-. - -- '.':erai headin9a .

i::: ~ ~ ~ ý_ A_ " Z -;

-) M~�-i 'or~e. noise, espciily t te higer frequencies, is due to.the high
h'::riqni-s of !be flucatire ofaaiirloae t imposed upon it.

ýc) Bladv. stop sh~ould not be regarded as essenficl>ý different fiom other forms

co Discrete freq.ency pj&-ks due- t-nq in rotor rveotfocl noise ore observoble

O "q.t e) notis asl p-vizly defined includes a spoestantial contribution
-lion g rotltiorals noise.

i_ýL. EXPERIMENTAL- DATA RVE

ir •ctt~ peri~iv p.ph)

) e most stlriking feature ot c•Y colledta iits de scake ierti
*10 d8.

-b) Very little experimental dota on helicopter naise ore yet Published.

i) ngh•anouics of rotatione l noise obey a np veocity squared low for
constqnt thrust.

d) Law hormniocs of rotational noise obey a tip velocity to the sixth or eigh th
power low (constant thrust).

4 ) Spectrol content of helicopter noise is strongly dependent on tip speed.

f) Noise outWu in oll harmonics obeys a thrust power low between I and 2.

g) Noise levels increase as the rotor approaches stalled operation (hid, col-
- ~letive pitch).

h) Noise levels increase at low collective pitch due to wake interaction
ef~ts.

i)An optimum1 collective pith for minimum noise exists.
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11III. ACOUSTIC THEO.RY

* Et~eilent cgreenent hcý bee'ý o~ciined between oortca !oij~me6koj.
r%,. C ý te-4 o~cq;ti i~n .vteo-r C

* :•; Q flCQf.5 car

S* IV, AERODYNAMIC LOADS S, 2_, ": ..

a) Simple rotor theory is adeqjate for predic:'ng performance Ooit ,r.y
sinrce predizn's o, second and hioher harmoic toadinq ievels crebl . .-
.r. error,

b) Available data show a negligible e~fect of iorward flight on i6igher hor-

rmonic aerodynamic •ooad. Substontial levels occ;+;7 cen in hovyr.

c) Higher harmonic loads are extremely localized on rie blade span, but f
they are generally more interse towlard the blode rips.

d) It is impossýble to predict the phase of the higher harmonic loadsc.

e) The oirlods fc4low on opproxirrmte loading harmonic power taw, which
is very arox•m•tely on inverse square, based on the steady lc•ding for
two- and four-blade single rotors.

f) In rough running cases, higher levels of the higher harmonics occ~ur,
suggesting an inverse first power tow.

V. COMPUTATION AND ACCURACY

a) The present resulrs are wbstontially sell'-checking due to the use of two
independent carrn-uter programs.

b) Results obtained agree with previous results obtained for steady loading
input. Spanwise loading introduce s unll errors.

c) For limited loading harmonic inputs, computation time has been sub-
stantially reduced, to the order vf 10 seconds a fied point for the general-
purpose program based on Equation (20), und to about one-tenth of a
second a field point for a special program based on Equation (37).

d) The phase of the loading is equally as, or more, important than the
amplrtude. Lack of knowledge of the phase of the aerodynamic loads can
be refle'ted in substantial undereftirnation of the sound produced.

e) A random phase assumption has been used in the present computations, both
over the span of the blade and between loading hairmonics. fhis introauces
ti.e necessity for definition ef a correlation length not given by available
data, but suggested ,heoretically to be inversely proportional to loading
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r ZU14 ýý Ojp&2 !hi5' Czjk$ ;toi the scsind' field co L-C cmn-
PO~r it e-~ ti curwoy vsvnq 0 singie IPL,, A

A -_ ibvta tc cny one soe,;nd

~-) Th-Ir~eis Cetefe4[ on tht loading hoarm~ic X n-, a where M is the
+on _Sloica& is tse number~ of blades,

~ Th ~onc XmO is the only h~m-ic contrib ting to noise directly

- ) --in the placne of the roto disc , locdinq hovmonits ;ýp to mB (I1 M) con-
- trite - For-Instance, for the tenth vow~nd hartonan of a fo r-b~d~e rotor

-, - -~ .th ~L5I1cdin(R hcrmociQs VP to th-e siuxteth contfi&ute.

ft )ý NoIthurtb~ovy nir e>xperimgnt 91 yes aamOrtQ thetse htqh loodin~g ikmonni CS.

I ~ ~ ~ P 'Fo ty0a h rkie, thre thrust flurt~jtiom, dornincte +th noise field
.x~~pt *qe , h plane of th ISC

.For tetxinpwrlaw typical of heliiopter rough Tn j. c~, an OCOs~

-s~pectrrn identical with bkde sicf) Is ýprQý4p pd.

h) ~r the toong ýpowor law typicci of normiol-oe ration, the ocou ic

- ..- spctruI st~ely ttse_*b~jinj rornI hellcopter noise is foun~d.

* i) Tha steody booding dconinortn th, levels of the first few honmcilcs.

j) Typicol voiton. of +he hiaher bormonics~ is as tip velocity &quoted.

k) Typical voriatian of the first harmonic is as tip velocity to the 2 5 power,
whr is the t~umber of blades.

1) Typical variation of all harmonic leyels is as thrust tirmes disc loading.

m) Higher levels of sownd are predicted in the forward direction conipared to
aft for forward f licft cases.

n) Forwcrd flight cases are wet! predic.ted cipplying on effective velocity rule
to the hVovcr results .

a) The overall sou.nd radiation poteorn ho% a maximum at a small angle below

the rotor div. and a minimnum slighitly cb-ove.

p) Near-field effects .ore negligible more than 2 doi'neters from the rotor.

q) Blade motion does not prodwece a significant sound field.



-u Co~rgvec and vesvred loyels, 9f the Fi'rst fý.t frgi; a'r.7g*foiry YwVV-

C) Spectral shapes are predcteei Well for Q h~over Ca" O~t to htn'a$

ejDisian cbiots for qer~ercl use in ývelicopteý roo oiexedC0A :
pre~ented in Appendix 111.

NOISE CONTROL

a) An opfim-*-. ccliective pitch exijts for minimumn rnois, whk-h requires
detailed exFermaentai stuidy.

b) Minimum rot~r noise output rtquires that +-e rotor inter~c-ciorn ef fects be
minimized,-

c) Configrurction changes shold ensure minimurr intertohor due to Hthe
fuselage ond tail rotor.

di) Multiple- rotor systems are vrnfovorable o"ousticclly,

e) Increase of blade number seerns to offer the best possibility of noise
reduc~ion.

f) Use of hi.-!iff blude sections should reduce high harvtonic noise.

S) R66duction of tip velocity will hove Sigificant efi*jztS Only on ti-ve fnda-
mental, but this fmy be important, porticuiorly in conjunictiawtt e
and (f) above.



B Q RECOMME NOAr.CONS4

On ~ 1 -h qiM eits of hib fe *nvesli-rtion, it is. rercrn-mstnzt that

ýo}-A sysrcice'ernst svy -be erformed to pro~vide acc-irate and
IOA-!t OotC On hel;-":oten i&gtl1 fypes,

freqency zcarr tnut Ie tain osini~ rccnjL~rcicon w-!h Qogjiic
-'-'ywr' -r' .zvcranzec In=rc awer =Zcrzcccsswýef

ApoCtfQi

c) -he poise control measures suggmsted in; Section 6.3 be evaluated throvg~h
QJ-modgdior full sca~a study.

4) vfl~r-heoettolworkt.* performed to specify helicopter noise ouatput in
- terms of the craP-power spectrum of the loading inpiJ; h3ee Appendix 11)

'p)) A theoretical study be mode of the noise generated by +he mo?knm of blade.,,
v-deotn tpmoctin pints ol00 thle blade span.

4)Th tbeoreticcl -ptdiction miethods presented be subjeazed to deloijed ex pC-i-

Metl'ýVerifation, both- to estabish Confidenvce in their tstility and, posi'ibly,
toQ;uggd$! amniriccýl coirrection foctors which rwy be applied.
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APPENDJX I
ANA i.fT!C EXPRESSION FOP BDLADE MOTION EEFCCTS - -

wo's 40 ceai 7 t- _-f -nteret* to attenpt to describe analytically -.he-soun@ fig white
-=' , t-t rotr iz iflapping. Let us attempt to do this foltohig the merhcdr-kSec.on 3.4. -

~' r i-a ytfl~t tl z Mega rne. ;etoed time tnr teb'd
rrotiorn caeseuppose the m,-Hton ;s qrven by . - -_---" ---- -

r x.y4- ,y
4  sin 9-Rcos, -r) eos& -KRuin&.-~ ( -

&and r) are £anct;ons of 8. r represerts the out-of-plane flapping motion,ond n
"eepCseCTS the "n-plane motion. Padicl motions cou!d be inciuded if desirel,

Thus, r2  ( )2 (y + Cos6)2 .(y + i 5in ) R cos + 92 CC12 ý

4- 2,- Rcosesin e+R 2 (6

Following through the same approximotion as before, igncr.g squares and produ<.ss of
a, .n R in comparksor with x and gi, yves

r a% r YRCosG+? - yq sin ()

SSubstiruting in the expression for the sound radiation gives then (identifying y with Y
and 6 with. 4-P)

•2• Cc A• n 0r,

-- r ( n2r -- cos(0 -t

n 4ya2 fr a p ) ao r
- O1

"n~2x� nOYr sin(0 M )

~ + ~ r1  dO

(71)

If • and r) are arbitrary functions of 9, then evaluation of this integral is possible
only on the computer. For some special cases in analytic solution is possible, and
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one case o-same-ariterest is when 4 = c0s 1' -10 - C. 1 Conrespoous i'o -

ist hcrvnric- floppir9; rnot~on. The ,o nd Y term- in the exponenitial then co-mtne.

--.-::.. _=_. =• - : .Ii .-, h= _I .. .... .. 4_n_-.• i b -- y_ -o (

The rfljat '•-• .isth.pl•.Ey tt v e -io or. (3tt except the: the argueent of tho

-- Boss& f

- •"- - ". ,,"••' - ' -- • -_ _ " " .

-'"'•./•- -,s .cc' os b t t keln ,mth etr 'e2a w0A -Th s, eer~t•so f n h
a:'• :] • •ma ..t1O__--..e~t h'I cLrr~t• rcI 1,t €on tate us ?n, th e : vtea ror m

: 1• . Li

6Fthe -so~undf fieldprod cýiOJh car~se -is of little Practical consequeoce (except close

h,-' o- y, -- .q "_o do no le d o n

sampler ~p~ renta h r~ t case, since te various componen cannot be separated .

-AS prbtct rtslution Can 4e ohtjnind ira terms cL hpewqeornetric functkns bu
t*swpooc. was roFt tXiken ;:nthe pre'en~t work. TI'un, am lysis of flapping end the

blade mtion h optto vi~ h eea proGram.
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APPENDIX 11

NOISE RADIATION BY RANDOM LOADS

The basic objective of hiit prcsent report has been to calculate the noise radiated by
the fluctuating loads on the rotor. The assumption in Section 3.4 that the loads
could be expanded as a Fourier series limited the cnalysis to the loadings which
occurred at some harmonic of the rotational speed. However, it is clear that random
loads can also act on the blades at any frequency, so that it is important to be
able to calculate the noise radiation from such sources. Furthermore, it was shown in
Section 5 how that even the harmonic airloads had to be assumed to be random inphase
to obtain meaningful results. It is clear that a more detailed analysis of the random
case is necessary. This appendix presents a preliminary study of the problem. It
shou'd be noted that the analysis presented is not rigorous and several assumptions
which could possibly be of importance have been made; but, although only an out-

line proof is given, the results are of fairly clear physical significance, and can
be used directly in calculation of noise radiat;on from experimental data.

First of all, since random loads can occur at any frequency it is necessary to obtain
an eXpression for the spectrum function of the sound i-adiation at any frequency. The
anal/sis follows that 'of Reference 18, and the results of Reference 24 may also be
studced for comparison. Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings 41 have recently presented
arguments essentially similar to those given here.

We vish first of all to evaluate

G(u) fpexpiwt dt (72)

where G is a spectrum function. The 'imits on the time integral are left undefined
at p esent. p is the sound pressure observed at a point x and time t, and is given
by E:juation (20) as

p(x, t) = ii r o al F (73)

Equc tion (72) applies fora single point input on the blade. When the variables are changed
bac6 tosource time -r = t-r/ao, Equations (72) and (73) give

xi-Yi a ! F,
G(w) f= a -r I• _1 expi raT +r/6 0 ) d Ta~ ý41r( 0 M r )I
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* x-4 jrntegrairv~ by pairts ianof iz- the r~eoa eld1 gives %see al!so Roictence 18

i ......

- -": .c T r e. - i vCc n op- y ai I for_,slo for the force cvmPQne ns, atnd

1 4-hro'rit�4 T r y

eKj4( T (75n
""~~x 1 tj C" " xizo• )on

CO • '

ie n iec o0 :

~Tbs,(7twcornes 
.

x ,V C o - c S r exp i(w - -T

co n- -
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N. * - -I t --I -'-"- , -" t

Nc'-A Qut t'T< .

n -

wher theo� o~rgu r entofall ffi theie funaom~r L% i _w e ir uttn'fo r

No Z * (2n .J)n (Z 4  (7z

arid J2~ -~~ J,' (z)

Thus, Eqluution (76) ran be -written cis 7.-

--: __ +-_-2: :Y i+• :.- "1

D .. .Wyk. ..

G"r ) J _ _ ) 1 -0 - - -)

where G(w) exists only - t u Vt n-

Thus, input of an crbitrary frequency v on the 61ode gives rise to maony frequencies~ in
the soujnd field, displaced an integ~ral nvMber of rotational frequencies from the Liput
frequency. The effect is the some as is observed in frequency mod~1gted rodio sinas
It occ-irs hare because of the frequency modulation doe to the vaiying Doppler

*frequency shift a~s the blade rotates torward and away fror the o~server. Equation

(77) is consistent with Equation (36) derived for the integer loading harmonic

case.

S 9i
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If we now suppose that a completc frequency spectrum F(v), the same for each com-
ponent, ix present, then clearly ail loading frequencies v removed n Q from the
acoustic irequency of interest that w will contribute. Thus, if the overall con-
trabution .t w is S(w), we may write

+00

S( -- F (- n 0) G M (78)

n -O

where tHit T, D and C terms in G now contain only magnitude and direction., and
not frequt-ncy.

It now rer-a ins to extend the result to the complete blade. The observed pressure from
fthe to•al 'Jade pT is given by

p-.(x~t 0 f p (x~ t) d.i

TT

where p ;s the single point pressure previously determined and q is a coordinate

fixed in ti e moving blade. Thus also the overall spectrum function is given by

ST(x, W) f S(x,q,w) dq

By the usuil rules for establishing power spectra from spectral functions (for example
Reference 22 ), the power spectral deisity of the sound is given by

(X T-co +11 S*(x, w) S (x rl',~ ") dr, d nr' (79)

If we write q' - T + • so that • is a vector separation, then Equations (78) and

(79) may be combined to give
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T= Tfmf

m....

var"y iNt"le ove- -,he typicai] di;mensi]on t , theni Equo~c I • ncm .. <- -. ',

2~2

f P(XW . 4d J8.1)

m ;Here G1 is the obsofute vat)ue 4:f 6he acc-ustic transfer fincilon glyen by (77)l ..arid

mcon be o function of observer poitlo~n x , point on the blade r, and in4ti freqvercy,
h -- rspect density on !he bladee at frecuency w -n 'I

FB hasbeen permitted lova-ywih - , allowing for inhonogeneity. PB c~n be

measured experimentally usirng a transducer array. In fact,the 4 integroaton can be
S~performed to give

P~x•) A -•-ran) Gxn dq n'2

r =-M

where P is now the spectral densiry, and A Ts the correlation area which

can be a function of frequency ar. i blade position.

Note again that the observed sound ao any given frequency is the result of random

loading contrib,'tions at a wide range of frequencies. eoch removed rQ from the

acoustic frequency of interest. In,foct the transfer function G12 is virtualky

identicQt to that used for the harmonic loadings in the text of the report, and itwill
thKs posses all the features discussed in Section 6. 1. In particular, it w;1I actoson
efficient acoustic transfer mechanism over the range -uM/iQ< n < WM/.' Q; i.e.,
over the range of loading spectrum spoced over wM on either side of w, Thus, fo< a
typical rototional /iach numbet, M , 0.5, the brood-b6ad contribution at any Siven
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"yqecy.WiU -come'qfrv~y, Of ioudin~g specltral Oe<Iziejfs Wi~hmi Q octave hanrd tenltrcd

½'cto-5)ennioyeo -sponds to E~qucxipn -(8 NOte that Thle overoa i-leveI
ye: n, byth ur.oftesscs of theCntitt yrniciawqht

4OCcuri> itereewo.It is of interest tc roti thaot for the hrt'i:np¶Jt Cale,-
def i rr!.twil exis the foa- deite evserJlr withi -oe natrce input on each blad-e, so that the

horl~l~s anelpt' infrquncie-s thatOe ~t multiples of the blad poso ire-
'qac isectýiona-5). ttowcver, nlowich definite frýase relation will occur f Q-
th nnar oas - tha al 4 ofes n inuSt be token in (2.adthe eff'ect of

o blafdes will stmply be to mssltioly all -01utput by B. It should also bet noted that the
effct''.n~g~ct ofret~•ti-e ttnin Equationsl (8 1) 'Qr4 (82) could be a~ signKEf-

COC@, _nsome 1C rcurnntances.
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APPENDIX III

Swee KA ccntn .. ....~ tK r~EE~TMT!N
The e r~toa isor Tre 1- ,Q the ro t:' Jor C 6 bla~ed for in teke

MC

where K is a ostn

r is tihe ditcmce! fr.Ln i4.,e rotor Center

e is the angle from te rotore ir the fpead nt e

R is the radius of ocion of the blade forces
0c>T CD, rncxc are the thrustdrag, Ond radaio force hormaic coefficients

n m nB harmonic number x number of blades

M is the rotaticncl P ch nw b r QR 1oe

J, J2 Ond J ore complex collections of Bessel iurcicos of oar@nent nMcas

"Cn ;i the ompNitude of the nth
so•jnd harmonic observed at rthe X
field: Pin ,when the hei- -.

copter is hovering ot point x
(see sketch) a distance r away. -

Now if the helicopter is moving along
the x--axis at a Mach number MF, the 0
sound that reaches the observer at 0 when the rotor ts at x was actually generotedat scme previous instant. At this time the rotor was ut x, so ,q•t the sound Octthally

, traveled a dislarce

When the necessory transformations ore opplied -oacccunt for the forward speed, EqVO-
ticn (83) is written

The rotation in this sectior differs from that In the main bodX of the report
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It !-::an be seen in Figure 52 that the maximum error in the equivalent Mach Number
cafe is less than 2 dB. In th; plane of the rotor there is no error since the thrust term
is z•ero. The average error is considerably less than 1 dB. Thus, it is concluded that
the concept of an "Effective Mach Number" takes adequate account of forward speed
effects, at least for typical helicopter velocities.

It hias been shown in Sections 4.5 and 6 of the report that, using a randomized
phuse assumption, and based on experimental airload data, the thrust loading harmonic
am-ilitude can be represented for the purpose of sound calculation by the relation-
sh,:h

T
C XT ý7A2.

Furthermore, using these assumptions, a single loading point gives accurate results.
If %,e assume that the ratio thrust : drag : radial component = 10:1:1, which is
tyF.cal of helicopter rotors, we can write Equation(84) in the form

Cn rZ ;T {0 M si 0) J
C = -T2  {(10nMsine)J1 '-J 2' +(nM cos 0) J3  (87)

FirIlly, the sound intensity of the nth harmonic can be represented by a relationship
of he form

2 T2
Cn c f(mB, M, e) (88)

where A is the rotor disc area (wr R2), and the function f can be inferred from
Equation (87).

2

The sound pressure level corresponding to Cn has been computed for a wide range of
mB, M, and 8 for a rotor having nominal dimensions (T " 10,000 lb, radius = 20 ft,
r 1 000ft, and with the loads acting at the 80-percentradius point). The results
arc presented in polar chart form in Figure 53. The charts thus effectively give
thr. form of the function f in Equation (88) above, and they allow straightforward
caculation of C2 for any spccified condition.

n

Parameters Required

The following parameters are required for use in the noise calculations using the
design charts.
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x, y, z Field point roordinates relative to helicopter measured in
feet with x measured positive in rhe direction of motion
(parallel to ground in hover), y measured sideways in the

plane of the disc, z measured downwards from helicopter.
(Results for +y equal results for- y.)

A Disc area, ft 2 (or T/A disc loading in lb/ft2)

0 Rotor angular velocity, rads/sec (0 = rpm x 2w/60)

V Flight velocity, ft/sec

C0 Speed of sound in free air, ft/sec

'd Disc incidence (angle between disc and x-axis), deg

m Sound harmonic (equals 1 for fundamental, 2 for second
harmonic, etc.)

B Number of blades

T Thrust, lb

R Rotor radius, ft

instruction• for Use of Design Charts

To calculale the rotational noise spectrum occurring instantaneously at any point r, E

relative to the rotor center and its dircrtion of motion

1) Calculate range r Xx2 +y2 + z

2) Calculate the rotational Mach Number M

M = 0.8 SR
00

3) Calculate the flight Mach number

MF V/a 0

4)'Calculate th ., e: between the flight direction and the line joining

lhe rotor and the field point

0' cos-1 (x/r)
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5) Calculate the Effective Rotational Mach Number

M

ME--1-MF Cos8'

6) Caiculate the angle 0 between the rotor plane and the line r. If the C:'sc
incidence is 'd, this is given by

O--=ton-I _'•d ( b/-x';

( V x ~vx +1 ) (yr; -;I)

7) Using the values of ME and 0, look up each chart to obtain values of the

harmonic sound pressure level 1 for n = 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 16,
20, 30,.40, and 60..

8) Correct the values obtained for thrust, disc, loading,and distance according
to

SPLn [n + 11 + 10 logj0 T dB re: 0.0002 dyne/ cm2

9) Plot SPLn against n and fit smooth curv'e.

10) The sound nressure levels from this curve for n B, 2B, 3B, ... give the
required harmonic level at the point x,y,z.

11) The fundamental frequency is QB/(211 (1 - MF cos 6)) Hz.

Examrie -- Calculate the rotational noise spectrum 1000 ft from a three-blade rotor at
an oanje of 20 deg below the flight path for the following parameters: T =10,000 lb,

T/A 7 lb/ft2 , V = 200 ft/sec, id = 5deg, QR 600 ft/sec, and a0  1117 ft/sec

1) r O 1000 ft

2) M : 0.8 x 600/'1117 = 0.429

3) MF =2 0 0/ 111170.1 7 9

4) 0' 20 deg

0.429
5) ME 1 - .179x .938 0.516

6) 0 200- 5°0 150
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S7) From chrh

8 2 1 S 0 12 16 2) 30 40 60

I r64f 8-.! 8'. 77, 7' 1-3 5.? 544 44.5 - .5

8) CC'rrCOIGO- ~

3 2 4 6 8 To !2 i6 2 c! ~

cSFtL 85 82 81 77 71~.5 66.5 63.5 56.5 53.5 47.5 4,4 38

The results of Steps 9 anid 10 con be sýeen in ýhe sketcm below where 11ne ocirmoi~c

levels corresponding to m 1, 2, 3,.... are drown as vertical 'ýnes.

960 -

E

0-J

50-

~40

30L 1
n rný

1?) The fiun~damental freqjiency in td cse is

Q -0 16 .1 Hz.
2~ 0(l M r 2 r M - 2 ,, ýý' OL7 T (. 832 )
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ccnPri SOw; Th Em"ent
To demonstrate the usefutlness and accurocy of th;ssimplifid - ,thod ape-cc ,

been colcui Aid to caom•,re with the measured dota from Reference -12. -Fligore 54
cnd 55 shcrW the reut.For cc-mparisan, the ieet retutif obtained L-y Sschkege.
et cO-, usintr 0 cornputer program. ore clso incltvded. It can be- seeo) that thes-iMple o -~-

:echniq;-e produces res Ats vihich on the uvercse cre mcre accurate +h.an the coo,ýipu• ---_
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Figure 11. Contribl.ition of Helicopter Noise C -mponents Via Various

Methods of Data Presentution.
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Alternate fringes represent 2-lb/in. 'nicrements of blade sect;onloading. Boundaries between light and dark fringes correspond tolines of constant loading which are identified in lb/in. H-34helicopter in steady level flight. Rotor speed = 210 rpm,V = 105 kIts, . 0.29. Blade/vortex Intersection loci are
superimposed.
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Figrre 26. Computer-Drawn Contour Plot of Blade Airload Data From Scheiman.
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Figure 27. "Retarded Position" of Four-Blaýe Rigid Rotor ShowingBlade
Element Lecation at Retarded Times for Sound at Point 50 Feet
in Front of Rotor.
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